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Knights' best

Seeing red
MSU's World AIDS Day event
to include vigil, speakers and
music -SEENEWS,A2 .

Four UCF Football players named to
all-conference teams - .sEE SPORTS, A9
COMPUTERS

MICROSOFT'S
VISTA OPENS

I

Windows Vista was launched
Thursday, after months of
anticipation. Vista, Microsoft's latest
operating system, was made
available to businesses, and will be
released to consumers on Jan. 30.

..

Man sought in 4 burglaries caught
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

A suspect was arrested Monday
who may be connected with as many
as four of the 11 residential burglaries
committed over Tiianksgiving break in
Pegasus Pointe, Pegasus Landing and
on campus, police said
According to the charging affidavit,
19-year-old Marcus Leverett, who is
not a UCF student but is believed to be
living in UCF-affUiated housing, was

taken into custody on
suspicion of one charge
of burglary of an occupied ·structure and one
charge of possession of
burglary tools.
He was released
Leverett
Tuesday on $3,650
bond
The UCF Police Department said
stolen property found in Leverett's
possession included about 200 DVDs,
P]aystation games, an XBOX 360, a lap-

top and various other electronics.
"'Ibey were all over the trunk and
inside the vehicle, covered by jackets
and blankets like he was trying tQ conceal them." said Cpl James Roop, a
UCFPD spokesman
On Nov. 23, someone tried to break
into Pegasus Pointe resident and sopho~ore philosophy major Adrian
Naum's apartment
"It was 7:15 in the morning, and I
PLEASE SEE

TIPS ON A6

HOW TO STAY SAFE:
lips for Home: If leaving your home for an extended period of
time, take your valuables with you or leave them with a trusted friend.
Have your mail held at the post office. Don't hide your jewelry in ··
your home, instead use a safety deposit box at the bank. Tum down
the ringer on your phone so that it can not be heard from the outside.
If you have a garage door, padlock it from the inside so that it can't be
lifted from the outside.Do not display gifts in windows. Use an
electroriic timer to turn the lights on and off while you are gone.
lips for Shopping: Don't carry so many packages so that you
appear as an easy target. Carry only the cash you think you will spend
and the credit cards you plan to use. Be aware of potential danger in
parking lots and in your driveway.Ifyou suspect danger, do not get
out of the car - roll up your windows, lock your doors and blow the·
horn. Trust your instincts - don't be afraid to call law enforcement if
you suspect something.

'

.
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B,ITE~tiNOLOGY

THE A380 WILL
SOON TAKE TO
The Airbus A380 superjumbo jet
finished test flights on Thursday,
taking a big step toward being
certified. The development of the
A380, set to become the largest
passenger airliner in the world,
has been fraught with re(ent
manufacturing problems, but it is
estimated that the jet will be
certified in December. Airlines
have already ordered more than
150 of the jets, though the delays
have cost Airbus some customers.

~
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CHRISTINA EDWARDS
MEMORIAL SERVICE
TO BE HELD MONDAY

•

The Burnett Honors College will hold
the infonnal service in the Honors
College Meditation Garden at 4 p.m.
The event will offer those who knew
her a chance to share their memories,
and the event is open to ever,;one.

...

LOCAL &STAT( A2

4 SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES
PULL MAN ON CRACK
FROM ALLIGATOR'S JAW

..

A45-year-old man was hospitalized
after four sheriffs deputies rescued
him from the jaws of a nearly 12-foot
alligator in the early-morning hours
Wednesday, while he was naked and
high on crack cocaine.

,

NATION &WORLD,A4

BIPARTISAN GROUP
REACHES AGREEMENT
· ON IRAQ POLICY
•

The leader of the group said it.has
agreed on a set of recommendations
due next week, and published reports
said the panel will urge a major
withdrawal of U.S. forces but set no
firm deadlines.

•
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ORCturns
up the heat,
·unfreezes
HCfunds
Homecoming off
the hook after an
hour of questions.
WOODY WOMMACK
Contributing Writer

The Operations Review Committee decided Tuesday to recommend that the· SGA Senate
unfreeze the Homecoming Committee's remaining funds, despite
some expenditures being considered 1'questionable" by the ORC.
The ORC, a Senate committee
that reviews the use of Activity &
Service Fee funds, will also recommend provisions at its first spring
meeting to ensure questionable
expenditures are not made by
future Homecoming Committees.
"We need to write a letter [of
recommendation to] prevent this
from happening in the future,"
ORC Ch$' Dane Schlinsky said
The final decision to unfreeze
funds was made after ORC spent
an hour questioning Executive
Director Brandee Popaden about
specific expenditures, concluding
that while some of them may have
been ''irresponsible,'' no laws had
PLEASE SEE

SPENDING ON A6

Cram4the
Exam event a
study in final ·
work, play
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Contributing Writer

.

The annual Cram 4 the Exam
has been condensed from a week
to part of a weekend, but event
coordinators say the shortened
version won't be all work and no
play.
Cram 4 the Exam, which will
be held Sunday, is designed to
help students study effectively,
relax, work out and relieve stress.
Free tutoring, study materials,
handouts with study tips, and
workshops will be offered
"Last year, Cram 4 the Exam
was a weeklong event and was
not as focused on academics,"
said Julie Bream, public relations
coordinator for SGA
"This year, SGA has worked to
make the event a great resource
for s.t udents preparing for finals,"
she said
Fun remains a major 1part of
the plan, though.
A bounce house will be provided by Late Knights. There will
be a kickboxing class to help students release energy, a massage
PLEASE SEE

CRAM ON A6

2 arrested in cotulection with.Liquid Cellar shooting
WILLIAM RICHARDS
Contributing Writer

. A shooting early Wednesday outside the Liquid Cellar
Bar & Bistro on University
Boulevard led to a car chase
through East Orlando, where
two suspects were arrested
Frederick Santos-Pena, 21,
was charged with aggravated
.

Ill.

assault and battery With a
weapon, and Alexander Soto,
18, was charged with battery in
the shooting of Zachariah
Rose, 21, in the shoulder.
Rose was treated at Florida
Hospital East for a gunshot
wound to his left upper bicep
· and a fractured left arm. .
.
The incident began with an
argument that had started

inside Liguid Cellar and continued outside, witness Rolando Reyes told police. ·
Reyes said he was inside the
bar with friends when a fight
broke out over a woman. Security agents escorted the combatants to the parking lot.
Reyes, his friend Danny
Beauchemin and other witnesses told police later that

,•

they saw Santos-Pena approach the group, brandishing
a gun and asking who had
punched his cousin.
"I heard gunshots, and my
friend ran around the car,"
Beauchemin said. "I turned
around, and the kid had a gun
to my head"
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Graduation materials pickup
Graduating seniors are still
able to pick up their, caps and
gowns, as well as their tickets
for graduation from 8 am. to 7
p.m. at the UCF Bookstore.
Students should know that
they have a limited amount of
time left to pick up the materials, and any tickets that are not
picked up will be given out as
extras to other students.
For more information, contact the UCF Bookstore at.(407)
823-2665.

KATHERINE BOLLA
Contributing Writer

As World AIDS Day 2006
ensues, many people, both at
UCF and abroad, continue to
struggle against one of the
most deadly diseases known
toman. ·
The UCF chapter of Mu
Sigma Upsilon sorority is
holding its own World AIDS
Day event Sunday at 7p.m. in
the Pegasus Ballroom.
MSU plans for the event to
include a remembrance vigil
for lost loved ones, speakers
from ONE Campaign Orlando and VUCF, a screening of
Philadelphia, and music and
information to bring awareness to UCF students and to
provide information about
how to help.
"To get involved because
of the cause, not just because
it's the popular thing to do, is
something that everyone
should do,'' said Lisette Ortiz,
coordinator of World AIDS
DayatUCF.
At UCF, one in every four
students has an STD and not
even half the students have
been tested for mv; according to Ortiz.
REACH, an organization
on the UCF campus, provides
anonymous and confidential
mv testing for $15. There are
no .needles or blood necessary for the test and a person
is identified by a number, so it
is completely anonymous.
REACH also has literature
and seminars about how a
person can protect himself
fromHN.
One of the biggest challenges is getting people to
overlook the stigma that this
is a social disease, and realize
it's a medical disease, UCF
associate professor Sharon
Douglass said.
Douglass started a class at
UCF called HIV Disease: A
Human Concern in 1985. The
class covers everything surrounding the disease including statistics, prevention,
symptoms, management and
what it's like to be mv positive.
"The only thing is to educate the younger population
not to see it as a moral issue,"
Douglass said.
Douglass said it is difficult
for the younger population to
identify with AIDS patients

Fitness orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These fitness orientations
are scheduled 60-minute sessions designed to introduce students to the machfues and facilities provided by the recreation
center.
· For more information or to
schedule an appointment, call
Stephanie Gaski at ( 407) 8232408.

World AIDS Day 2006 is
today. Around 40
million people are
living with HIV
worldwide. More than
7,000 are still being
diagnosed every year.

.

Handel's Messiah
The Orlando Philharmonic
and the Orlando Chorale will
put on a performance of Handel's oratorio Messiah today
from 8 to 10 p.m. in the VISUal
Arts Building Auditorium.
The groups will be directed
by conductor Christopher
Wilkins.
General admission to the
event is $10, but those with valid
UCF IDs get in free.
For more information, con. tact James Meckley at (407) 8232869.

Decorating volunteer opportunity
. Volunteer UCF welcomes
students to participate in a decorating event on Saturday with a
carpool meeting at Millican Hall
at 9:15 am. and returning at
noon.
Volunteers will be decorating the walls and doors of the
kids' rooms for Christmas at
Florida Hospital Orlando.
For more information, contact Tamera George (407) 8236471.

Undaimed ticket pickup
Any uncl~ed graduation
tickets will be available for graduating seniors to pick up on
Monday at 8 a.m. outside the
UCF Bookstore. Tickets are limited and are not guaranteed.

Memorial service
The Burnett Honors College
will hold an informal memorial
service to honor Christina
Edwards on Monday at 4 p.m. in
the Honors College Meditation
Garden.
The service will be a chance
for those who knew her to share
their memories, and all stl,ldents
interested in attending are welcome. Fdr more information,
contact the Honors College at
(407) 823-2076.

"They've finally proven that only
three categories of people get
AIDS: men, women and children."
- CATHY ROBINSON-PICKETT,
CO FOUNDER OF FRIENDS TOGETHER

PHOTOS COURTESY CATHYROBINSON-PICKETT

Above: Friends Together travels to Africa to spread AIDS awareness in summer 2005.
Below: Children with AIDS, or whose loved ones have AIDS, gather at a May 2004 camp.

because all they see is older
men and women.
Florida is ranked third in
the nation in total cases of
AIDS, according to statistics
at friendstogether.org. One in
every 60 persons in Orlando
between the.age ofl3 and 45 is
HIV positive, Douglass said.
According to friendsto400,000
to
gether.org,
500,000 mv infected persons
may be untested, untreated or

both.
Douglass said that the only
chance to cure AIDS at this
point is to educate the youth
on how to prevent the virus
from spreading. ·There is no
medical cure.
Education is a key defense
against the virus, according to
Cathy Robinson-Pickett, the
cofounder of a Lakelandbased nonprofit organization
called Friends Together.

Friends Together is a group
with a mission to serve the
physical, emotional and spiritual needs of people infected
and affected with HN.
"They've finally proven
that only three categopes of
people get AIDS: men,
women and children," she
said.
One of the main causes of
the spread of HIV is igno- ·
ranee, Robinson-Pickett said.
Friends Together is a support
group that helps infected people understand what to do to
cope with the stresses the
virus puts on their lives. It
also helps their friends and
family in educating them
about what is going to happen
and how to cope with that.
The education doesn't
stop there. Robinson-Pickett
travels around the country
speaking about the virus.
• Friends Together takes on
hundreds of interns and volunteers, who are taught about
the virus and who in turn
spread awareness.
"It takes people like Pickett
to inform the public about the
importance of AIDS education and prevention because
the government tends to
dance around the · subject,''
said fellow AIDS advocate
and survivor Glen Gary.
Gary said that the government ·is sending mixed messages to society. It all started
as a gay and drug-user virus.
As it evolved, it turned into a
black-community virus. Now
it is seen as something that is
manageable and that a person
infected with mv can live a
perfectly normal life, which
Gary says is just not the case.
Because of ignorance people infected sometimes lose
their apartments, jobs, insurance and friends, he said.
'We are the only country
in the civilized world that
treats this 'as a 'gay disease'.
Europe treated it as a medical
problem, and educated the
people about how it is actually spread," Gary said.
A person who is IIlV positive is put on a cocktail of
medicationsi that have furthered a person's · life
expectancy but that have a
number ofvarious side effects
such as nausea, diarrhea,
depression and fatigue. The
PLEASESEE

OFFICIALS ON A6

LOCAL WEATHER

Today

LET US KNOW

PARTLY CLOUDY

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to editor@
CentralFloridaFuture.com.
Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for
the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.

Saturday

High: 11°
SCATTERED SHOWERS Low: 65°

TODAY IN DETAIL

High: 84° Low: 65°

Today: Partly cloudy as temperature
continues to climb.Win'ds south at 10
to 15 mph.
Tonight: Skies remain partly cloudy,
while air becomes humid.Winds
southwest at 5 to 10 mph.

·Sunday
SHOWERS

High:78°
Low:58°

..

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Four sheriff's deputies pull man
from alligator's Jaws

LAKELAND - A 45-yearold man was hospitalized after
four sheriff's deputies rescued
him from the jaws of a nearly 12foot alligator Wednesday, while
he was naked a'nd high on crack
cocaine.
The Polk County deputies
were responding to multiple
calls about a mah yelling for
help at about 4 am. They could
not shoot the animal because it
was too dark and they might
have hit the victim or one
another, the sheriff's office said.
It was not clear why Adrian J.
Apgar was in the lake. Judd said
Apgar was naked and told
deputies he had been smoking
crack.
·
The deputies - Mic.J.iael
Parker, Billy Osborne, David
Clements and Sgt. ·Andrew .
~ Williams carried Apgar
about 40 feet, up a steep incline
and to an ambulance ashore.
None of the four was injured in
the gator-infested waters.
It took several efforts to get
the 6-foot-l, 250-pound man out
of the water even after the gator
let loose because the deputies
were exhausted.
At various points, one or two
of the deputies were standing
by, weapons pulled, on the lookout for other gators.
"I was holding my shotguh.
It's kind of hard to walk through
that with a flashlight and a shotgun," Parl{er srud.
The reptile loosened his jaws
and Osborne thought he was
free, but the animal lunged
again.
The deputies said they were
scared, but didn't have time to
think.
'
"It was a human being, he
was dying. He needed help,''
Osborne said.

•

•

..
•

.

State: Errors in disputed election
test result of human mistakes ·
ORLANDO - Discrepancies in the first round of testing
of Sarasota· County's touchscreen voting machilles were
· the result of human e.rror, not
problems with the devices, state
elections officials said Thursday about the audit in a disputed congressional race.
The testing is in the contest
between Republican Vern
Buchanan and Democrat Christine Jennings, who trails by a
slim difference that she said was
caused py machines losing
thousands of votes. Tuesday's
test used scripts telling mock
voters who to choose, in an
attempt to see if the machines
accurately record votes.
The test results didn't match
the scripts in five cases in the
District 13 congressional race,
out of 251 ballots cast. But all
five
discrepancies
were
because mock voters didn't correctly follow the instructions on
the scripts, said Jenny Nash, a
spokeswoman for Florida Secretary of State Sue C<;>bb.
"It's exactly as we expected,"
she said, adding that the errors
were caught in a review of
videotape footage of the audit.
The four machines tested so
far were not used on Election
Day. Officials w ill begin an
audit of machines used on Election Day today.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Editorial: (407) 447-4558 • Advertising: (407) 447-4555 • Fax: (407) 447-4556
t(Jww. CentralFloridaFuture. com • 3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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This year give Donatos
~~,.--d Holiday Gift Cards.

It's the gift of

. . - .,
$3.99
i
FOR

great taste. ·

•

A BIG DON
SUB SANDWICH
Tax and. delivery not included.

•

EXPIRES 2110/07 015-392
NJ:lVALIDWITH ANY COUPON,
SPE AL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL

Li

Mention coupon w hen o rdering.

Present at time of purchase.

•

I•
I•
I•

Call Donatos
for all of your
pizza needs.
WE DELIVER!

841 Bennett Road
Orlando, Fl 32-803
407-896-8310 www.baldwinspub.com

•

UCF*SmartCard
Accepted Here

•

Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd,

(407) 673-8888

..

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999
Waterford Lakes
12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
WE DELIVER!

•••!ill

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.Kni h {News a ers.com!
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Dear S tudcnts,
As the semester draws to a close, I am extremely pleased and proud of the participation and
enthusiasm of our student body in the activities Student Government has sponsored and
created. With such a great tum out at our various events like the Hob Nob, Ehud Barak, the Open
House, U.S. Senate Debate and SGA Gameday Buses, I am excited for another semester of
successful and interesting programs. Beginning in December we will have some useful new
ser\tices on our Web site as well. Teacher evaluations and the student ·classified section, Gold
.P~ges, will be in service and available to all students. We will also be introducing the new
Knight Rider taxi vouchers which will allow students to take a free cab to and from some of
their favorite Orlando venues including House of Blues, Hard Rock Live, Improv Comedy Club,
and more.

' ,jl

As ~tudent body president I have had the pleasure of sitting on the Board ofTrustee's and have had the opportunity to voice
student concerns. Throughout the semester I hav'e been treated with such professionalism by not only our University President
but many of those working in the UCF administration. It has really allowed me to voice student concerns openly and
effectively. SGA has been working extremely hard this semester to advocate policy change and be the voice of students in all
aspects of campus life. Currently, ther.e are over 100 student government officials who sit on various university committees,
including the University Athletics Committee, Golden Rule Committee, Student Grade Appeal Committee, and University
Ethics Committee, just to name a few. Jn one of our most recent proposals, SGA presented its view on student seating to the
University Athletics Department and through a lot of hard work and research was able to come to a verbal agreement on the
number of student seats in the much anticipated new stadium. As always, we welcome suggestions and ideas for foture events
the .student body would like to see implemented. Best of luck on finals and I hope you all have a safe and fun winter break.
l look forward to another successful semester.
Sincerely,
Mark White
Student Body President

..

.

.....

•

Whenever you start a new job, you never really know what to expect. Will it be interesting?
Will you enjoy the people you work with? Although 1 had been involved in Student Government prior to
my current position as Vice President, l was a little unsure of what to expect as I began my new
position. l had ideas and events l wanted to implement and l had goals I wanted to achieve. My position
as Vice President, along with this administration, has· exceeded all of my expectations, and is a job I
look forward to doing fervently everyday.
This year we ve seen an increase in the amount of student interest in SGA. From a voter
turnout increase this year by 24.5%, to over a thousand students signing up during orientation to be
involved in SGA, the number of students looking to take an active role on campus and positively
contribute to the UCF community is refreshing. Some of our programs, like the Open House and the
free scantrons we provide in our office are bringing new people into SGA. With new people come new
ideas.
The UCF vs. USF Block Party was a great success. Brandon Delano is, the SGA Athletics and Traditions Coordinator, did
an outstanding job in the implementation of this event and in its first year, the block party brought over 4,000 students together in
school pride and spirit. The various units of the Cabinet are also working to implement events that appeal to the diverse interests of
our student body. The political Hob Nob, spearheaded by Ashley Borowski our Lobbying Coordinator for SGA, was an opportunity
to meet candidates running for office. This program, including our speaker series, is part of a much larger civic engagement
initiative from tht'. White/Stout administration called Gallop to the Polls that brings the interests of students straight to the government leaders that make the decisions.
I am excited about what this administration will achieve in the next 6 months. The hours and hours of work have been
challenging, but very rewarding. Keep your eyes open for more fun and exciting opportunities from .Student Government. If you
want to help put these events into action, stop by SGA. We would love to see you.
Sincerely,
Jared Stout
Student Body Vic~ President

.

NEW SGA SERVICES
SGA.UCF.EDU

Each semester, UCF students fill out surveys in class about
their professors. This year, SGA is making this information
readily available online to help students more accurately
predict the quality of future professors.

The UCF Gold Pages is a classified section for UCF students.
Students can post information fre@ of charge and search through
the Gold Pages for job opportunities, roommates, and other
various infonnation.

.,

.,

Student Advocacy

.

Tina Kimball

...

•

•

In order to be effective, your Student Govermnent must be in
touch with students and aware of issues that concern the student body.
While SGA plays an integral part in campus life, it remains difficult to
stay in contact with suclf a diverse, enriChed student population,
specilically with student leaders. The Govenunental Affairs Unit of
SGA is implementing a new committee:
The Student Advocacy Committee. It is open to all student leaders who
wish to join and play an active role in the development and
implementation of policy and reform.
Each meeting of the Student Advocacy Committee will consist
of an intense and thorough discussion of current issues that
have been brought to the attention of students through their leadership
involvement in various university entities. Each month, the
committee will devise action plans that address the concerns of students.
Action plans will identify a specific issue, provide a
concrete solution to the issue, and each plan will have a specified
timeline for change with a step-by-step approach to addressing
the concern.
Student Advocacy Committee Meetings will be held monthly
in the Student.Union. Interested students leaders are
.,
encouraged to contact Tina Kimball at sga_sac@mail.ucfedu for more
information about how they can get involved and
implement changes that will benefit every student on campus.

Your Student Government Association is proud to announce
the NEW Knight Rider program! We have heard your cries for
free transportation systeti1 and through the Activity and Service
Fee, which every student pays each semester, we have fonded
this new double voucher which will help you get to know UCF's
hometown of Orlando! SGA thinks it is every student's
obligation to get to know their city and experience all that it
has to offer. Go out and enjoy yourself, Golden Knight style!

Global Perspectives and the SGA Speaker Series
Ben Sack

If

Student Governmeri.t Association, in conjunction with the
GlobalPerspectives department ofUCF, has arranged to bring to
campus a wide variety of speakers to discuss the international issues of
our time. The speaker s.eries began in September with a lecture on the
situation in Iran. Sanam Vakil came to the Fairwinds Alwnni center
and spoke of the intricate and complex situation surrounding Iran's
nuclear progran1, and their outspoken President Mahmoud Ahmanedijad.
Following Vakil in September was the Supreme Allied
Commander of NATO Forces Europe, General James Jones. General
Jones spoke to a packed house on the role of NATO in Europe and
beyond. He detailed his experiences all over the world, including
Aiganistan and Northern Africa.
Top; Candidate Charlie Stuart. The SGA llob Nob
Center: lej/: State Rep. Sandy A dam;·. Right: US Rep. Tom· Feeney, The SOA Hoh
Next was Student Govermnent's biggest event of the year
Noh
featuring past Israeli Prime,Minister Ehud Barak. Barak elucidated to
Bollom: Former Prime Minister ofIsrael, Ehud Barak
a filled to capacity Pegasus ballroom, the detailed and nuanced nature of Middle East. He outlined Israel's relations with her
neighbors, America and.Europe's role in the region, and praised the continuation of the peace process.
Student Government and Global Perspectives brings these types of even~s to campus in order to give the student body a
first person perspective of the international community that we all are very much a part of. These two organizations will continue
to strive for excellence in all of their programming, and look forward to bringing bigger and better speakers to campus, and the
·
forefront of student awareness.

Ask for your

Knight $ave
&Discount

I

UCF students can take advantage of discounts and special
offers with their UCF ID. Kl:iight$ave is a partnership program
between SGA and local businesses. Please visit the SGA Web
site for a list of participating business.

SGA Political Hon Nob
Ashley Boroski

,

The Political Hob Nob event that took place on can1pus Oct. 30 gave UCF ~tudents the opportunity to meet and speak with
many candidates before the Nov. 7, 2006 election, Over 20 political leaders attended the Hob Nob, sponsored by the Student
Government Association (SGA). Candidates answered questions about their campaign strategies and political goals and each gave a
short introduction. Since July, the Governmenta~ Aflairs Unit of SGA had been working on the Hob Nob and contacting politicians
requesting theif attendance. The ev~nt generated a great deal of media attention and received coverage from Local 6, Chann'el 13,
Telemundo and the Orlando Sentinel. The Hob Nob is part of the political series Gallop ro the Polls, currently in progress in SGA.
The Gallop to the Polls series offers students a chance to immerse theJ?'lselves in politics not only in the United States, but around the
world as well. Former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak visited UCF on Oct. 26, 2006 and the Senatorial Debate was held at UCF
on Nov. 1, 2006. The series is part of SGA's 141ission to help foster student civic engagement.

Your Student Government gives away over $100,000 in
scholarships every year. Check'out our Web site,
SGA.UCF.EDU or stop by our office Student Union Rm·214
for more information on what scholarships are available
and how to apply.
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What's fo the news at
colleges around the country

College roiled by controversy over
treatment of American Indians
HANOVER, N.H. - A prestigious U.S. college founded as a
school for American Indians
has been roiled by controversy
over the way some students are
treating the very people the
school was set up to help. ·
More than 500 students, faculty and administrators at Dartmouth College rallied in support of the American Indian
community on Wednesday, a
day after a conservative student
newspaper published on its
front page a picture of an Indian warrior brandishing a scalp
with the headline, "The Natives
are Getting Restless!"
The Dartmouth Review, an
independent newspaper that is
not affiliated with the Ivy
League college, also published
articles ridiculing Native American students' complaints about
a string of incidents seen as
racist.
A renewed mission to
recruit American Indian students in the past 30 years has
given Dartmouth the largest
indigenous student body in the
Ivy League, about 160, or 3 percent.
Last week, the college's
Native American Council composed mostly of faculty placed a two-page ad .in The
Dartmouth, the college daily;
demanding a community
response to the recent incidents.

Officials say campuses have
millions in maintenance backlog
BISMARCK, N.D. - North
Dakota's 11 state college and
university campuses have a
backlog of more than $117 million in deferred maintenance, a
university system vice chancellor says.
Laura Glatt, vice chancellor
for administrative affairs for the
North Dakota University System, said the projects include
everything from leaky windows
to steam lines that need replacing to cracks in buildings.
The university system is
seeking $10 million from the
Legislature to ease the hacklog,
and $4 million to increase the
base amount that campuses get
for maintenance.
Workers found 247 loose
bricks on the fourth floor of one
of Valley City State's buildings
that was near sidewalks. That
has been fixed, Valley City State
President Ellen Chaffee said,
but just this month she learned
of another building with loose
bricks.
The University of North
Dakota has the highest amount
of university system's deferred
maintenance with $40.5 million, or 34 percent of the total.
At the rate North Dakota
University System facilities are
maintained, it would take 264
years to upgrade everything,
Glatt said. The $10 million
. request would be just a start,
but campus officials say they
will be grateful for whatever
they get.

Ark. profs give hi9h schools j)(>Or
marks on prepanng students ,
LITTLE ROCK Ark. Arkansas high schools aren't
doing enough to prepare students for college, according to
nearly half of the professors
surveyed by state education
officials.
A report released Wednesday said the state Education
Department and the state Higher Education Department jointly surveyed 315 professors in the
state about the preparedness of
incoming freshman.
The profe'Ssors who were
surveyed teach freshman-level .
courses.
When asked to grade the
quality of public high schools in
preparing students for college,
one in 10 respondents gave the
schools an "F." Fifty percent
gave the schools a "D" and 39
percent gave the schools a "C,''
the report said.
Forty-nine percent said they
were not satisfied with the job
high schools were doing in
preparing students for college.
Only about 40 percent said they
were somewhat satisfied.
Education Commissioner
Ken James said he was not surprised by the study's findings
and said the report was in line
with research the department
conducted earlier this year that
found college preparedness
lacking.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Pope Benedict XVI acco~p~med by lsta.nbul's Mufti Mustafa.Cagrid, second in white from
left, as he leaves after vmtmg and praying at the Blue Mosque in Istanbul. ,

Bipartisan group reaches
a9reement on Iraq policy
WASHINGTON
A
leader of a bipartisan commission on U.S. options in Iraq
said the group has agreed on a
set of recommendations due
next week, and published
reports said the panel will
urge a major withdrawal of
U.S. forces but set no firm
deadlines.
Such a withdrawal would
gradually shift the U.S. military role from combat to support, a shift in policy for the
Bush administration that
President Bush seemed to
reject Thursday,_days ahead of
the report's release.
·
"This business about a
graceful exit just simply has
no realism to it at all," he said
Thursday at a news conference in Jordan with Iraqi
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki by his side.
The New York Times and
The Washington Post reported
Thursday that the muchanticipated report from the
congressionally chartered
Iraq Study Group will recommend far more aggressive
diplomacy to enlist other
nations in helping to curb violence in Iraq. That outreach
could include a regional conference among all of Iraq's
neighbors, or a wider gathering of Middle East nations that
would also address separate
Middle East peace issues.
The Times reported that
the study group will recommend direct, high-level American diplomacy with U.S.
adversaries Iran and Syria, a
path that the administration
has also rejected so far.
The group's reported
agreement on a general strategy for a gradual pullback of
the 15 American brigades now
in Iraq represents a compromise among Republican and
Democratic members.

Radioactive traces found at 12
sites in Britain, secretary says
LONDON -.-- Traces of
radiation have been found at a
dozen sites in Britain and five
jets were being investigated
for possible contamination as
authorities widened their
investigation into the poisoning of a former Russian spy,
the country's top law enforcement official told Parliament
on Thursday.
.
A coroner formally opened
an inquest into the poisoning
of Alexander Litvinenko, who
died on Nov. 23 after falling ill
more than three weeks earlier.
It was quickly adjourned so
police could continue their
investigation, but
three
pathologists were expected to
participate in an autopsy Friday at Royal London Hospital.
High doses, of polonium210 - a rare radioactive element usually made in specialized nuclear facilities - were
found in Litvinenko's body
after his death.
Home Secretary John Reid
told Parliament that "around
24 venues" have been or are
being monitored as part of the
investigation, and that experts
had confirmed traces of
radioactive contamination at
"around 12 of these venues."
He did not say whether the
radioactivity found at the sites
was polonium-210.
Reid told lawmakers that
officials believed the risk to
public health to be low.

Pope prays alongside Islamic
cleric dunng visit to mosque
ISTANBUL, Turkey
Pope Benedict XVI prayed
alongside an Islamic cleric in
one of Turkey's most famous
mosques Thursday in a dramatic gesture of outreach to
Muslims after outrage from
the pontiff's remarks linking
violence and the teachings of
the Prophet Muhammad.
r

The pope bowed his head
and closed his eyes for nearly
a minute inside the 17th century Blue Mosque after Mustafa
Cagrici, the head cleric of
Istanbul, said: "Now I'm going
to pray."
This was only the second
papal visit to a Muslim place
of worship. Benedict's predecessor, John Paul II, visited a
mosque in Syria in 2001.
The mosque visit was
added to Benedict's schedule
. as a "sign of respect" during
his first papal trip to a Muslim
nation, the Rev. Federico Lombardi, the Vatican spokesman,
said last week.
The pope has offered wideranging messages of reconciliation to Muslims since arriving in Turkey on Tuesday,
including appeals for greater
understanding and support
for Turkey's steps to become
the first Muslim nation in the
European UnioIL
After a deeply symbolic
display of unity with Ecumenical
Patriarch
Bartholomew I, the spiritual
leader of the world's Christian
Orthodox, the pope again
repeated his calls for greater
freedoms for religious minorities and described the divisions among Christians including the nearly 1,000year rift between Catholics
and Orthodox - as a "scandal
to the world."
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The Student Academic Resource Center

Open 24 HOURS during Finals
Week!
Dates & Time: Sunday, December 3, 2006, at 3:00 pm through
Friday, Dec.ember 8, 2006, until 5:00 pm
Co-Sponsored by:

Aman accused in NHL betting
.ring to plead guilty in NJ.
MOUNT HOLLY, N.J. - A
second man accused of running a gambling ring with former hockey star Rick Tocchet
will plead guilty and agree to
cooperate with authorities,
according to a report published Thursday.
James Ulmer will plead
guilty Friday in state Superior
Court to promoting gambling
and conspiracy and faces up
to 364 days in county jail,
according to The Star-Ledger
of Newark, which cited law
enforcement officials who
spoke to the newspaper on the
condition of anonymity
because the case is ongoing.
Ulmer, 41, a businessman
who lives in Sweedesboro,
would be the second man to
plead guilty in the case, which
· authorities have said involved
bettors including current
NHL players and actress Janet
Jones, the wife of hockey great
Wayne Gretzky.
Ulmer's lawyer, Edwin
Jacobs, did not return calls to
. The Associated Press. The
Star-Ledger said he also did
not return calls to the newspaper.
Authorities arlnounced in
February they had taken down
. th: gambling ring, :which they
said had been running for
years. In the 40 days ending
Feb. 5, 'they said, $1.7 million
changed hands.

.Free refresh~ents available after 8:00 pm each night! .

Computer Lab
Final Reviews
Tutorial Services
Supplemental Instruction
Study Groups, Great Lear~ing Envi ron ment
Location: Student Success Center
Howard Phillips Hall, room 113
www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu

Phone: 407-823-5130

THE UNIVERSITY of NORTH FLORIDA
Looking for a new prof~ssional opportunity
or a more sophisticated understanding of
your field of study? A UNF graduate
degree provides you with a
recognized and respected
professional credential, as well as

The

wo~ld

an in-depth view of the world
around you and of a
yet to be.
.
explored. Transform your life - consider a UNF

Q.·~ d ua
.
t
e
C.~
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Erica Charles
M.B.A. C,:andidate

graduate degree. UNF knows there is no one quite like you.
We invite you to find out why there's no place quite like this.

Microsoft releases Vista, Office
2007 to businesses

NEW YORK - Microsoft
Corp. launched its first computer operating system in five
years Thursday, contending
that the software and other
new products will help people
deal with information overlo~d and become more productive.
Acknowledging Wmdows
Vista's delays, Microsoft CEO
Steve Ballmer kicked off a
demonstration of the software
by saying "ifs an exciting
thing to finally be here" and
adding: "This is the biggest
launch in our company's history, that's for sure." ·
Businesses that buy Windows licenses in bulk have
first crack at the new operating system. Consumers won't
be able to get Vista on home
PCs until JaIL 30.
I

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA

For more information on graduate programs call
(904) 620-1360 or visit www.unf.edu/graduatestudies
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German Engineering and Styling at its.Best!
2.0l Turbo and Optional 3.2l V-6 Available
THE WORLD'S FIRST FOUR·SEATER HARDTOP
CONVERTIBLE WITH A SUNROOR

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 M9NTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 12/1/06

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
- ·Pick" in Side Impact Test.
- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test
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PER MONTH.+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 12/1/06
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2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUAREG
$8,0000FF
MSRP AN .ALL
2006 V-8
MODEL .

$$SAVE
THOUSANDS!

2006 NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBLE

•
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'

FREE,FIST ACT GUITAR With Purchase of a New Rabbit, GTI, Beetle or Jetta....

•

'

•

2007 ALL NEW GTI
•

2 DOOR & 4 DOOR MODELS IN STOCK .

HURRY IN FOR BEST
SELECTION I
FAST AS SCHNELL!

•

"
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CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PR<;>GRAM

Drivers wanted:

f!il' CREDIT
·
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 Ml.LE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or lease)
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f!il' FIRST
TIME
BUYER
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SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT9-5

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

.
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Spending called 'irresponsible'
FROM

Al

been broken.
The list of items Popaden was
questioned about included belt
buckles purchased as promotionalitems for students, T-shirts,
polo shirts and jerseys that were
.bought for .the Execlltive Board.
messenger bags that were used
by the Executive Board. and Disney Qµest tickets that . were
bought as part of the Homecoming Executive Board's "teambuilding retreat'' that took place
in April
The purchase of Disney
Qµest tickets proved to be a hotbutton issue for the ORC.
Popaden said that the .tickets
were bought as part of the
Homecoming Executive Board's
annual retreat and was a "teambuilding exercise:' She also said
the tickets were purchased at a
"good discoµnt"
The total cost of the tickets
was $308, in addition to the

Cram event
attraction:
'They have
massages!'
FROM

Al

therapist to help relieve stress;
and at the end of the ·night,
several Cram 4 the Exam participants will be selected to
answer review questions in a
Who Wants to be a Millionaire? game and may walk
away with a $50 gift certificate
from the UCF bookstore.
SGA Academic Services
Coordinator Zephyr Wilkins
said what will attract the students to this event, rather than
studying on their own, will be
the academic and entertainment resources av-ailable.
Some students agree with
Wtlkins' theory that the success of this event will be
bringing in not only people
who prefer study groups but
also those who prefer to study
alone.
Sophomore information
technology major Ricardo
Encinosa and sophomore
business major Ryan Just both
describe themselv~s as solitary students.
"If it was just a gigantic
study robm with nothing else,
then I wouldn't go,'' Just said
Just said that because he
thought Cram 4 the Exam has
a lot to offer outside a "study
room," he plans to attend and
believes it will be worth the
study time he normally would
have spent alone. ·
A librarian will be on hand
part ofthe time to aid students
with research papers.
That's what is influencing
sophomore business manage- .
ment major Tommy Murray's
decision to attend the event
"I'm going to go,'' he said
"They have massages!"
Although he said he
thought SGA did a great job
planning activities for the
event, he said he also thought ·
that a lack of publicity will
keep a lot of people from
attending.
Bream was unsure about
the expected turnout for the
event, but Wilkins was confident that it would be one of
the most well-attended pro.grams of the semester.
In addition to studying and
relaxation, there will be free
food ''We will also be having
free dinner provided by Late
KnightS," Wilkins" Sal"d• "•••
MidKnight Breakfast will be
here this yearat [midnight]."
Not only will students be
given a free meal, but they
also will be able to consult
with an on-site nutritionist
about what to eat while studying.
"We are very excited
because this is a collaborative
effort with five other organiZa.tions on campus," Wilkins
said "This event is a great way
for students to prepare for
finals in an interesting and
beneficial way."
The five organizations
involved with the event are
Late Knights, SARC, UCF
Libraries, University Writing
Center, and the Recreation &
Wellness Center.
c~ 4 the Exam starts at
11,. am: Saturday and continues
until 2 am. Sunday.

$56525 spent on hotel accommodations. Another $619.56 was
spent on meals during the twoday retreat
The April retreat was "one of
the best team-cohesion things
fve ever done,'' Popaden said
After listening to the explanation, Sen. Caroline Talev told
Popaden that the purchase was
"fiscally irresponsible:•
Sen. Charles Spanos said that
"from a student's point of view,
this is really a disappointment:'
pie belt buckles in question
were purchased from Pragon
Apparel. a UCF student-owned
company. A total of 25 were purchased for free distribution to
students. They cost the Homecoming Promotions Committee

$300.

.

''We've heard they were
handed out to members of the
Executive Board,'' Schlinsky said
Popaden said that the committee had received more than
they had paid for. ''Less than four
Executive Board members hav~

$1, 184.81

Spent on hotel accomodations and
food for Executive Board retreat

$308.00.

Spent on Disney Quest tickets, also for
· the two-day Executivf! Board retreat

$300.00

Spent on belt buckles from Dragon
Apparel, which may have not been
made available to most students
them, but I don't know who has
them and who doesn't,'' she said
However, when Dragon
Apparel was contacted by the
Future to determine the exact
number of belt buckles Ho.µiecoming received. owner Cedric
Omdahl said. "The exact number
that was delivered was zs:·
Popaden could not . be
reached by the Future for direct
comment on the statement from
Dragon Apparel

Bar fight, shooting
lead to wild car. chase
FROM

Al

According to Reyes, Rose
told Santos-Pena that he had
punched his cousin, so SantosPena shot Rose, who then ran
from the group. After firing
three or four more shots, Santos-Pena and Soto fled in Santos-Pena's '94 Cadillac Deville,
witnesses told police.
Beauchemin and Reyes followed in their car, police
reported. The chase went
along Alafaya Trail, Colonial
Drive and Dean Road and onto
the East-West Expressway.
Reyes and Beauchemin told
police that it was there that
Santos-Pena rolled down his
window and fired at them.
Reyes and Beauchemin
called police to tell them they
were still following the shooter's car. "He [Santos-Pena] kept
going in ap.d out of traffic,"
Beauchemin said. ''We were on
the phone with the police the
whole time."

Reyes and Beauchemin lost
Santos-Pena at Conway Road,
but the shooter was stopped by
Deputy Dean Gornto and an
officer of the Orlando Police
Department at Edmundshire
Road and Derbyshire Lane.
According to Gornto, when
he approached the Cadillac
Deville, Santos•Pena yelled,
"They are trying to rob me!"
Rose, meanwhile, had been
taken by his friend Jesse
Waugh to Florida Hospital
East. They arrived there shortly after Santos-Pena was arrested
Gornto took a gun from
Santos-Pena. and it was turned
over to forensics to analyze for
evidence.
Beauchemin said he feared
for his life during the chase and
wished to press charges. Reyes
said he, too, wished to press
charges.
"I didn't get, hurt but I
almo$t got shot," Beauchemin
said "The bullet whizzed right
by my ear."

IF YOU WERE CHARGED EXTRA FEES
.FOR LEAVING YOUR APARTMENT
BEFORE THE END OF YOUR LEASE,

In regard to .the messenger

bags, T-shirts, jerseys and polo
shirts that the board receive~
Popaden said, "The way I say
thank you [to the board] is making sure they're taken care of:'
Even though each individual
item was scrutinized by the ORC
and may not have violated purchasing rules, the items as a
whole are what seemed to irritate the committee.
''Money is clearly being used
excessively on stuff that's not
even for the students,'' said SGA
Sen. Aileen Garcia
.
· No further · action is being
taken by the ORC against this
year's board. but many advised
Popaden that she should inform
her successor that questionable
purchases will not be tolerated
next year.
''I don't see anything that has
gone against Florida state law,
. but I do see a lot of questionable
items, and I think these are things
[Popaden] needs to relay to [the]
next board." s~ said

THESE FEES MAY BE ILLEGAL!
PLEASE CALL THE LAW OFFICES OF

BABBITT, JOHNSON,
OSBORNE & LE CLAINCHE*
West Palm Beach, Fl.

Toll-free: 1-888-666-0523
www.babbitt-johnson.com .
FREE CONSULTATION
HANDLING CASES THROUGHOUT FLORIDA
Hiring an attorney is an important decision and should not be
based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to
send you free information about our qualifications and experience.
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Perm.anent hearing loss can occur
in as little as 15 minutes!
• Gift Certificates available
• State assistance for l1e.ari.ng
help available
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FAMILY HEARING HELP. CENTER, INC.
1425 Tuscawilla Road Suite 133
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Corner of Tuscawilla Rd. and Red Bug Rd.

{Jn the K-Mart and Albert.son's shopping center)

CallforanAppointment
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407-696-0304
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Tips on burglar lead to·
awards for two students
FROM

Al

heard a loud noise - it was the
glass shattering from my sliding
glass door," Naum said "The
next thing I knew, I saw a guy
standing there. He didn't take
anything -- I scared him off"
Although nothing was stolen
from Naum's apartment, he did
get a good look at the suspected
burglar's face and his vehicle.
After the burglary was
reported, police went to the
'main office of Pegasus Pointe
and asked them to be on the
lookout for the suspected burglar's car.
On Monday afternoon, senior business management major
Jason Hulse, a- "Nightwatch"
guard hired by Pegasus Pointe,
spotted a car that resembled the
suspected burglar's car.
"I happened to be leaving the
complex in the afternoon, and I
saw the car - an early-'90s
white ACura with a black hood
- and I called UCF Police,''
Hulse said ·~bout four officers
were there within five minutes. I
knew it was the car because ypu
don't see too many like that:'
The suspect was parked illegally in a handicapped spot, an:d

the police went to his apartment,
which Hulse had seeQ him enter,
to inform hi.t;n of his ticket.
When the suspect came out, he
was identified by Naum and
Hulse as the burglar and owner
of the 1993 white Acura with a
black engine cover.
''We think he lives in the
apartment and is staying there
from Jacksonville,'' Roop said
There is a possibility that
Leverett is linked to at least three
other burglaries, and the rest are
being investigated, according to
Roop.
Nawn and Hulse will be
awarded with the UCF
Police/SGA Challenge Coin
today at 11 am. at the UCF Police
Ti:aining Building. The award is
given out for outstanding community service.
·
The last time the coin Was
given out was to UCF engineering professor Ron Eaglin when
he helped to find jogger Eddie
Meadows in early September.
Since a lot of burglaries tend
to be committed during the holidays when students are away
from their housing, UCFPD
recently sent out a mass e-mail
to students reminding them of
safety tips for the holiday season.
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Officials say people ages
13-65 should get AIDS test
FROM A2

of trial and error to see what
will work next.
medications do.nothing to stop
The social stigma placed on
the virus' ability fo age a per- the virus evolved during the
son's body by 10 to 15 years, so 1980s and hasn't · changed
a person with AIDS has the . much in over 20 years.
organs and muscles of someBoth Gary and Douglas said
body a decade older, Gary said that any person between the
A person in stage one AIDS age ofl3 and 65 should be testcould take anywhere from four ed for the disease. •
The main piece of advice
to five pills twice a day until
the virus transforms arid that from every source is when
cocktail of medication stops being sexually active, always
working. Once that cocktail wear a conQ.om and get tested
stops working there is a period for HIV as soon as possible.

ljj

Keisha Duncan
UCF Campus Sales Representative
352-215-4959.

www.cingular.com/universities
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SGA Presidential Election
Presidential Elections ·2001 .

lmporta-nt Dates: ·

•

Information Session:
1/17@ 12:30pm-(SU, 316 C)
Petitions Available: .· ·'" ~ 1 /22 @ 9am
Information Session:
1 /24@ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Declaration of Candidacy:
1 /~.9-2/1 (9-5.pm)
Information Session:
2/5@ 12:30pm (SU, 3·1 6 C)
Candidate Forum:
2/13 @12:30pm (SU, 316 CD)
.
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· ElectiO·n Dates:

•
;

" . . :.

2/19-2/21

SGA.UCF.edu

•
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Speech and assembly
clifferences key to issue
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- A.A. and A.S. Degrees
- Honors institute

..

- Career Certificates
- High Te<::h Careers
- ~ealthcare Careers
.. Adult Education
... Community Education

"You ca·nsay
whatever you
like anywhere
on campus."

- SCCerporate College

-TOM EVELYN
UCF SPOKESMAN
FROM Al

Students for a Democratic
Society and Campus Peace
Action have called upon FIRE
to challenge UCF's policy on
campus assembly, calling it a
violation of the First Amendment.
According to its Web site,
FIRE is a non-profit group that
sets out to "defend and sustain
individual rights at America's
increasingly repressive and
partisan colleges and universities."
·
FIRE uses a three-color
ranking to evaluate university
policy that may threaten a students freedom of expression.
UCF is listed as yellow, meaning that FIRE believes there
are soine policies that could
ban or excessively regulate
protected speech.
Tara Sweeney, the senior
program officer of FIRE, wrote
in the letter to Hitt that
•'restricting free speech to only
four areas of the UCF campus
has a chilling effect on freedom of expression and ignores
students' constitutional guarantee of free speech."
UCF's official response,
prepared by the Office of the
General Counsel, criticized the
investigation done by FIRE.
The one-page rebuttal went
on to say that FIRE had misquoted the student handbook,
that the university does not
have "free speech zones," and
that the only restriction they
place is on the assembly of
groups who wauld have "use
of amplification, hazardous
activities, solicitation on campus, and commercial activities."
"I think one of the misunderstandings here is in the
names," UCF spokesman Tom
Evelyn said. "The problem
with the letter is that it confuses free speech with freedom of

•
CFFARCHIVE

Top: Campus Peace Action hosts 2,000 Too Many, a war protest showcasing soldiers' photos.
Above: Animal Rights Foundation of Florida protests Bahia Shrine Grcus outside the Arena.

The Golden Rule Policy
states that all students have a
right to assemble, but that
"existing laws and University
Currently there are four
rules shall be observed"
designated free assembly
"The Golden Rule is really
areas, as designated by the
and they don't know
vague
Golden Rule
·
how to enforce it," said SDS
member Zach Nissen. "When
1. Math and Physics lawn
we were at the open forum,
2. Brick area near Union
[President] Hitt even said he
3. The area behind HPA 2
wasn't all that versed in it. You
4. Area near Colbourn Hall
can't really hold anyone
accountable on that."
The resolution stated that
by restricting assembly to
assembly."
"Free speech is allowed zones that were "isolated,
on
campus remote, unprotf!cted from the
everywhere
because that's a constitutional elements..." the university was
right that we all have,'' Evelyn allowing for an environment
said. "You can say whatever "that is hostile to freedom of
you like anywhere on campus." expression."
The resolution, which was
Members of SDS disagree
and are angered that the uni- passed on Nov. 16, called for
versity would seemingly disre- the student senate to support
gard the letter from FIRE over initiatives abolishing free
assembly zones and to make all
word choice.
"That's the problem you of UCF a free speech and
ruii into when you play the peaceable assembly campus.
Despite the resolution, the
kind of semantic games they
engage us in," said Eric Ein- administration continued to
gold, a senior and one of the stand by its policies.
"These zones were set up to
founding members of the UCF
handle larger groups with the
chapter of SDS.
The Golden Rule, a code of idea being large groups, which
conduct that incoming stu- might be loud, would not interM
dents must agree to abide by, fere with classrooms," Evelyn
was also called into question said "Just as every student has
by SGA'.s Governmental Affairs a right to free speech, every
Committee for allegedly vio- student who is paying for
classes has.a right to hear them
lating freedom of assembly.
During an Oct. 26 meeting · and attend them without interof the student body senate, ference."
~oth Florida State and UniGAC introduced Resolution
39-04 which said that the UCF versity of Florida are ranked
Golden Rule about peaceful with red. A red light school
assembly conflicted with the "clearly and substantially
restricts freedom of speech."
Constitution of the U. S.

ASSEMBLY ZONES

•
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•
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Try the new food at Crispers ... it's HOT!
Most of us don't remember our college years as .being times
of tr(\nscendent culinary experience. We fond ly recall
last night's pizza, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamous
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal meltdown.
Those days are over. Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers ... hot main dish items that are quick,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations yo.u just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money, and try them all.

•

Use t:he

•

coupons
-today,

•

and go
gourmet:.

•

Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers .. .
•The new Big BIG baked potato, a super-sized spud,
covered. with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
savory pot roast in gravy, and lots more.
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but C rispers does.
Nine varieti~s. with toppings including Hawaiian, Parmesan C risp, Spicy Shrimp,
Margherita, and tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches,
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted.p robably.

•

,

You are what you eat.
Don't forget our garden-fresh salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches,
and overstuffed wraps, too.
: Plus a huge selection of frozen treats.

:

.

I
I
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COLONIAL PROMENADE
UNIVERSITY PARK I
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100 .

~~
-- ~~--~~--

In association with .U~F, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the besfdeals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.

MON.-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
O N E OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 12- 15-06.

ph ( 407) 482-4727
MON-THU. 10.:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
• •CO AL 1'

WA.Ta UOflO THtATIUS

\~]

"Ifyou plan to shop online, try us first!"
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t

N
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557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

FREE

SMOOTHIE
Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
one of our cool,

••
I

I
c-_ __._ I

delicious Smoothies, FREE!

~

ffi

>

z::>
U.6

SEMORAN BLVD.

To see all our menu selections,
click dn www.crispers.com.
~-----------------

ONE OFFER PER CO UPON .
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EX Pff\es 12- 15-06.
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Leger Douzable, seen here picking up one of his 3.S-sacks of ECU quarterback James Pinkney on Nov. 4, was one of four Golden Knights named to all-conference teams on Tuesday. Douzable, a junior, was named to the third-team defensive line.

Walker, three others named to
C-USA all-conference squads ·
.

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

The season is over for the
UCF Football team, but the
accolades have just started to
roll in for some of the team's
better individual student-athletes.
Four Golden Knights were
named to the Conference USA
all-conference teams as selected by a panel of media representatives from the conference's II.cities. ·
Senior wide receiver Mike
Walker, who currently sits at
second in Division I-A in recep-

I

.

Other notable first team
tions with 90, was named to the
first team. Walker caught seven selections .include Houston
·balls for 133 yards and two senior quarterback Kevin Kolb,
touchdowns in the season who lead the conference and
finale against UAB on Saturday, ranked 12th in the nation in
giving him the school record for . passing. He finished the season
receptions in a season, previ- as the Cougars' all-time leader
ously held by Tyson Hinshaw, in passing yards. ·
Also, Southern Mississippi
who had 89in1990.
Walker had five 100-yard senior · offensive linemen
receiving games and finished George Batiste and Travis Coowith 1,178 yards, which was ley were joineq by true freshfourth on the school record list. man running back Damion
He was joined on the first team Fletcher, who broke school and
receiving corps by sophomore C-USA records for freshman
Jarett Dillard from Rice and rushing yards with his 1,240senior Johnnie Lee Higgins
fromUTEP.
PLEASE SEE BURNETT ON A10

Selection:
Second.:.team punt returner

Selection:
Third-team defensive line

Selection:
Third-team running back

Key Reason:
-Averaged 14 .7 yards per return in CUSA games.

Key Reason:
-Led team with seven sacks; had 3.5
sacks in homecoming game vs. ECU.

Key Reason:
-Rushed for 934 and seven touchdowns despite missing three games.

Soccer teams pick up indiVidual honors
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Women's Soccer goalkeeper Jennifer Manis was named to the NSCAA All-Southeast
Region t~ird team after starting all 19 games for the Knights, recording four shutouts.

"

The UCF Soccer teams were
the two most successful teams
on campus this fall, and the players that helped them to strong
season are now being honored
for their play.
For the men's team, which
finished sixth in Conference
USA with a 6-9-2 overall record
and a 3-3:..2 record in conference
play, sophomore forward 'Zak
Boggs was named to the 2006
National Soccer Coaches Association ofAmerican NCAA Division I All-South Region Third
Team.
"We are very proud of Zak

,

..

being named to the all-region
team," UCF head coach Brent
Erwin said in a press release. "He
played very well for us this year
and we are excited about his
continued development. Zak is a
very hard worker and I think we
are only seeing the beginning of
the type of player he can be."
The native of Vienna, WYa
led the Golden Knights in scoring with five goals and an assist
for a total ofll points.
He also led the team in shots
with 29 and had the game-win'ning tallies in shutout wins over
Furman and Memphis, which
was ranked No.17 in the nation at
the time.
Boggs was one of just two
players to start 16 games this sea-

son, along with Ryan Roushan-

deL
He is the first Knight selected
to the NSCAAAll-Region team
since 2003, when defender Brian
Malec and midfielder Eric
Vasquez were honored
This isn't the first award for
Boggs. Along with midfielder
Cam Jordan and defender Akin
Akinrinade, the trio was named
to All-Cooference USA teams in
October.
Boggs was second team. allconference with Jordan and
Akinrinade being named to the
all-conference freshman team.
The women's team, which
finished the regular season secPLEASE SEE

CROMWELL ON A10
/

SOCCER HONOREES
Zak Boggs
Named to NSCAA NCAA Division I
All-South Region Third Team. Five
goals and one assist gave him 11
points for the season, ateam high.

Roberta Pelarigo
Named to NSCAA All-Southeast
Region second team. Also earned
Conference USA honors, being
named to the first team.

Jennifer Manis
Named to NSCAA All-Southeast
Region third team. Recorded four
shutouts this season.

AlO
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Howard's double-double
streak continues in win

UCF Rowing·releases 2007 spring schedule

.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

The UCF Women's Rowing released its 2007 spring schedule Monday. The Golden Knights will start the season in Tampa against Michigan
on Feb. 24 and have three regattas set for the Orlando area in March. In April, UCF will travel to Charlottesville, Va., to face Virginia, Duke
and Michigan State. Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships, April 21-22, will take place in Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Burnett earns second selection
FROMA9

yard campaign.
UCF sophomore comerback
Joe Burnett was the lone Knight
on the second team, coming in
as the punt returner. This is the
second year in a row Burnett
has appeared on the all-conference team. Last year he was
voted on both defense and special teams.
This season, Burnett averaged 12 yards per punt return
and had a season-high 50 yard
return against Rice. That return
helped him to a 14.7 yard average in conference games.
Fellow sophomore Kevin
Smith and junior Leger Douzable represented the Knights on
tlie third team.
Smith missed three games
this season, including the final
two due to a shoulder injury. He
still finished the season with
934 yards rushing and seven
touchdowns with 23 catches for
158 yards. He now has 2,112 ·
rushing yards in his two years at
UCF, a school record
Douzable came on late in the
season as a disruptive force 01i.
the defensive line. He led the·
Knights in sacks With seven and
tackles for a loss with 10.5. In the
homecoming game against East
Carolina he had 3.5 sacks,
including three in the first hal£
Kolb was named C-USA
Offens!ve Player of the Year on
Wednesday, making it a clean
sweep for him as he was given.
that award in the preseason as
well.
"I'm excited," Kolb said in a
press release. ''When you work
four years to get something, and

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Wide receiver Mike Walker escapes two UAB defenders in UCF's 31-22 win Saturday. Walker had
seven catches for 133 yards and two touchdowns. He set a UCF record with 90 catches this year.

you're in position to get both
your personal accomplishments and the team's accomplishments, it means~ lot to me.
"I got my personal [goal].
The team's [goal] is coming up,
and we have a big game on Friday."
The Cougars, who had 13
players on the all-conference
teams, will host Southern Miss
on Friday in the second annual
Conference USA Championship Grune.
The G~lden Eagles were
represented by 12 players on the
teams, though they had no individual award winners.
Other individual award winners include Higgins (Special
.Teams Player ofthe Year), SMU
quarterback Justin Willis
(Freshman of the Year), Rice
Head Coach Todd Graham

(Coach of the Year), and Marshall defensive end Albert
McClellan (Defensive Player of
the Year).
McClellan, a native of Lakeland, led .C -USA in sacks with
ll.S, tackles for a loss with 19.
The sophomore also had four
forced fumbles and 77 total
tackles.
"This is a great honor and it
is something I want to share
with my teammates and coaches," McClellan srud in a press
release. "I just go out every
game and try to help my teani
win and for people to think
enough of nie to even be considered for this means a lot. r
know I have to keep working
hard and continue to get better
and that's what I am going to do.
This just goes to show that hard
work pays off."

'

SEATTLE
Dwight
Howard won't turn 21 for another week and yet performances
like Wednesday night are
becoming the norm.
Yikes.
Howard was overpowering,
scoring 24 points and grabbing
12 rebounds in leading the
Orlando Magic to their fifth
straight win, 94-84 over the
Seattle Supersonics.
Howard /\'as perfect from
the field, making all eight
attempts, and went 8-for-12 at
the free throw line. It was his
seventh straight double-double
and ninth in his last 10 games.
"I hope as he gets older he
keeps getting better," Orlando
· coach Brian Hill said. "You
don't expect the 8-for-8 every
night, but 24 and 12, I'm not
going to· say it's becoming the
norm, but it doesn't surprise
you, either."
Four of his eight field goals
were dunks, he added a couple
of tip-ins, too. The eight field
goals made without a :rDiss was
a career-best for Howard, but
Hill was most impressed with
Howard's aggressiveness in
drawing fouls and getting to the
free throw line.
Ray Allen led Seattle with 21
points, but missed his first five
shots of the second half and didn't score until there was 5:35 left
- a 3-pointer that brought Seattle within 10. The Sonics never
got closer than eight in the final
7minutes.
Carlos Arroyo s.c ored 16
points and Darko Milicic added
14 as Orlando's bench outscored
Seattle's 48-17.1)ie Magic bench
actually outscored Seattle's
starters 48-46.
Rashard Lewis added 18
points for Seattle and Johan
Petro scored 13. But Ridnour
and Watson combined to make
only fotlf of15 shots.
"Dwight Howard tonight
climbed over everybody's back
and had his way'with us," Allen
said "That's got to not be able to
sit we~ with some of our guys,
for someone like that to come
and manhandle us in the paint."

..
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North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough blocks Ohio State's Mike Conley Jr. during the second half of
UNC's 98-89 win on Wednesday. Hansbrough led the Tar Heels with 21 points and 14 rebounds.

ues to recover from offseason
surgery on his right wrist. He is
expected back by Jan. .1, but the
Buckeyes could have used him
against North Carolina
"I think this was a very good
test for our guys," Ohio State
coach Thad Matta said ''I think
we learned a lot about our guys
through the first six games and
I think we can- come from here
and say 'These are the areas we
have to get better at, defensive
transition and rebounding.' The
encouraging thing for us is that
we're waiting on Greg, and
where they got us tonight is
some areas where he's going to
help us a lot."
Ty Lawson had 13 points for
North Carolina, while fellow
freshman Brandan Wright
addedll.
.
Ivan Harris had 17 points for
Ohio State and freshman Daequan Cook added 14.

No. 2 Pitt 67, Robert Morris 53

PITTSBURGH Aaron
Gray's size and scoring touch
inside proved too much for
smaller Robert Morris to handle and No. 3 Pittsburgh held off
an upset bid by its city rival,
overcoming a second-half
deficit to rally for a 67-53 victory Wednesday night.
The 7-foot Gray, four inches
taller than any Robert Morris
starter, scored 13 ofhiS 21 points
in the second half and had 15
No. 7 UNC 98, No. 3 Ohio State 89
.
rebounds.
The Panthers (7-0)
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - A
outscored the Colonials 26-ll
bunch of freshmen grew up in a
down the stretch after trailing
hurry Wednesday night in a
November game that lived up to · 42-41 with 13 minutes remaining.
the hype.
Ronald Ramon hit a 3-pointSophomore Tyler Hanser after Robert Morris (4-1) had
brough, a veteran in a game that
closed to 47-44.
had eight freshmen make major
Mike Cook added ll points
contributions for both teams,
and Levon Kendall had 10 for
dominated down low in the secPitt, which improved to 26-0
ond half to lead No. 7 North
against
Robert Morris and 64-0
Carolina to a 98-89 victory over
against Northeast Conference
No. 3 Ohio State.
''It was a heck of a college
basketball game," North Car9lina coach Roy Williams said.
"Even ·as a coach, y:ou sit there
and mar\rel at the level that kids
are playing at offensivelY."
The defense was pretty
impressive in the second half
for North Carolina as it was
finally able to slow down Ohio.,
State's incredible shooting from
3-point range.
"We definitely won this
game on defense," Hansbrough
said. "Coach really adjusted in
the halftime, and we came out
really aggressive, and tried to
step it up, and I think it flowed
into our offense."
Hansbrough started and
ended North Carolina's gamebreaking 17-2 run in the second
hal£
s (1 fiawr,1 Rancb) . .... ..... 4.49
10 (1Aavor,1 Rancil) ... ...... 6.99
The 6-foot-9 forward was
15 (1Aavoc, 1Rancil) ......... 9,49
20
(1 orlA"°"' l Ranch)· .... Jl.99 lOW.ngi,Ran<h&
the key inside for the Tar Heels
30 (1 or IR<10I\ 2 R<ncltl·.... 18.99
Wedg<Frics....7.99
50 (Up to J fld\'OI\ J f\onch)· • 18.99
(5-1) against the Buckeyes (6-1),
75 (Up to l A""'o. 4 l\aoch)· •• 33.99 5 01kktn Fiogef~ &
UlO(UplO 4 A.lYO<~S l\mch)• . '8.99 l'iedg<ffl<s. ... 7.99
who were playing outside the
Colum,bus city limits for the
first time this season.
Vi•Ja,1nmiers
Hansbrough finished with 21
l (1 n.wor)···· •••• •.4.49
points and a career-high 14
5(1 fta•or)·· .. · · · ···6.99
10(1Dllflovom ... .. 1l.99
rebounds, and freshman Wayne
ion orinavon)· ····21.99
Ellington added 19 for North
SOiUp.tolHa'°") .... 48.'l'J
Carolina, which trailed by 10
points in the first half and was
Buffalo Shrimp
down 68-63 with 10:50 to play in
the game.
"It wasn't anything I did in
particular," Hansbrough said of
his second-half offense. "I was
still playing. Movement, a little
•more. I moved myself without
the ball and got open looks."
Ron Lewis had 30 points for
Ohio State, which finished 13for-26 from 3-point range after
hitting 12 of its first 19 shots
from beyond the arc.
North Carolina started three
freshmen and played five in the
game, while Ohio State had two
on the floor at the beginning
and had one more among its
eight available players.
Greg Oden. the 7-foot defensive specialist, wru,i reduced to a
cheerleading role as he contin0

teams. The Panthers, ranked.
No. 2 for the seventh time in
school history. are 7-0 for the
fifth consecutive season.
Robert Morris, a commuter
school based near the city's airport, hung in despite getting
only six points from -AJ. Jackson, who was averaging 24.
WASHINGTON~ Aaron
Brooks scored 15 points and
Oregon made up for poor
shooting with hustle and
rebounding to upset Georgetown.
Oregon ( 6-0) was better
than Georgetown (4-2) in nearly every facet of the game, but
couldn't hit its shots until midway through the second hal£
The Ducks never had anything close to a comfortable
lead until a 10-3 run gave them a
53-44 cushion with 1:36 to play. '
Bryce Taylor scored nine of
his 14 points in the second half
for the Ducks, who are 6-0 for
the first time since the 2002-03
season. The victory was also
the first for Oregon on the road
agaipst a ranked team in the
Eastern time zone. They had
previously been 0-7 on such
trips.
Oregon held the rebounding
edge until late in the game and
neutralized the fearsome frontcourt of Jeff Green and Roy
Hibbert, who,, went scoreless in
the first half and combined for
only nine J?Oints on 4-for-ll
shooting.
·
Jonathan Wallace was the
lone star for Georgetown, scoring 17 points. The Hoyas were a
preseason Top 10 team, but
they've now lost twice at home
to unranked opponents·- and
their next game is at No. ll
Duke.

FROM A9

ond in C-USA but suffered an
upset loss to Tulsa in the first
· round of the conference tournament, had two players nanied to
the
NSCAA All-Southeast
~on Teams.
Senior forward Roberta
~larigo and junior goalkeeper
Jennifer Manis were named to
the second and third teams,
respectively.
.
"Roberta and Jennifer are
both very deserving of being
selected for the NSCAA AllRegion team,'' UCF head coach
Amanda Cromwell said in a
press release. ''Roberta was great
up frqnt, as a goal scorer and
playmaker. She is so dangerous
around the goal and has proven

that in the variety of goals she
has scored the last two years:'
Pelarigo, who was named to
the All Conference-USA first
team for the second consecutive
year in November, was the
Knights' best offensive threat.
She led the team in goals with
nine and game~winning goals
with four. Her five assists gave
her a total of 23 points, including
a league-high 17 in conference
games.
·
This is not the first time
Pelarigo has been honored by
the NSCAA. She was named
National Player of the Week earlier this season after scoring
three goals in a weekend series
against Rice and Houston, and
. she was also on the All-Southeast Region third-team in 2005.

Manis earned C-USA Defensive Player of the Week honors
twice this season and was
named to the all-conference second team.
·
She started all 19 games for
UCF this year, making 72 saves
and posting a 107 goals against
average with four shutouts.
"Jenny Manis had many outstanding performances in her
first full season as our starting
goalkeeper,'' Cromwell
said.
"She definitely had a breakout
year a5 many opposing teams
made comments on her ability
to make the big save. We will
miss Berta as our leading goal
scorer but we are excited to have
Manis back in the goal this
spring anct for her senior season."
·
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wn.UAM GOSS
Staff Writer

Numbingly devoid of suspense and
proper lighting, Turistas takes viewers
into the exotic jungles of Brazil. onlY to
find nofuing they haven't a1feadY seen
before.
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MOVIE TIMES Rocky horror motion picture

Courtesy 20th Ceotury Fox

Regal Oviedo Marketplace
1500 Ov11•do M.nkl'tplc1cP, '107 977 1107

Fictional biopic
of an acclaimed
photographer is
peculiar, useless

and Race Book

LIVE ACTION - PACKED
JAi-ALAi RETURNS JANUARY 1STI
ACCEPTING APPllCATIONS FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE WORKERS
MUTUEL CLERKS
SECURITY

WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

Babel
(R)9:45p

Bobby

'

(R) 11:45a, 3:4Sp,7:00, 10:00

Borat
(R) 12:()()p,2:15,4:35, 8:10, 10:.25, 12:5Gl

casinoR

le

(PG-1Ti2~.

1:00, 1:30,3:40, 4:10, 4:40, 6:50, 710,
7:50, 10:00, 10:.30, 11:00

Ded< the Halls
(PG) 11:50a, 12:35p,2:30,3:50,4:55, 7ff>, 7:30, 9:40,

10ff>, 12:10a, 12:35

Deja Vu

(PG-13)12:15p, 1:10,3:30, 4:15,7:00,7:35, 10:15, 10:45

Rushed Away
(PG) 12:40p,410, 6:45

The Fountain

(l'G-13) 11:55a,2:40p,5:10,8:15, 10:45

Hap~~~40a, 1:20p,1:50,210,4:00,4:30, 5:00, 7:10,7:40,
9:50, 10:.20, 12:30a

National Lampoon's Van Wilder: The Rise ofTaj
(R) 12ff>p, 2:35,5:10,7:45, 10:.20, 12:50a

•

·

The Nativity Story

(PG) 11:40a,12:20p, 2:10, 2:55, 4:50, 510, 7:30, 8.:05,

10:10, 10:50, 12:45a

The Prestige
(PG-13) 7:15p,10:35

The Queen
(PG-13) 12:45p, 3:55, 6:55, 10:10, 12:45a

The Santa Oause 3:The Escape Oause
(G) 12:55p, 4:45,715, 9'55, 12:40a

Stranger Than Fiction
(PG-13)1215p,4ff>,7:35, 10:35

Tenacious D: The Pick ofDestiny
(R) 12:50p,5ff>,8:00, 10:40

Turistas
(R) 12:10p, 2:45, 5:15, 7:55, 10:.25, 12:5Gl

- ListingsforFliday, Dec.1

Regal Waterford Lakes
541 t~ . Alafaya Trail, 407-207-9110

Bobby
(R) 3:50p, 7:15, 10ff>
Open captioned shcwtimes: 12:35p

Borat
(R) 12:50p, 2:55,5:05, 7:35, 10:40, 12:50a

Casino Royale
(PG-13) 12:20p, 1:00, 3:40,4:10,6:50, 7:25, ti:OO, 9'55,
10:.30, 11 :30

Ded< the Halls
(PG) 12:()()p, 12:45, 2:30,4:35,5:00, 7:00,7:50, 10:10
12:25a

Deja Vu
(PG-13) 12:40p, 1:10, 3:55, 415, 7:00,7:30, 1,0:00, 10:.30

Flushed Away
(PG) 115p, 4:20, 6:55, 9'30

. The Fountain
(PG-13) 1:20p,4:40, 7:45, 10:15

Whether they like it or not,
star Nicole Kidman and director
Steven Shainberg have put the
"folly'' back into "follicle" with
their feeble fuble, Fur: An Imagi-

•

College Students Always·Free r
(~ith

nary Portrait ofDiane Arbus.

You read that right: "imaginary.'' As in, ''we do whatever we
want because we catt'' Shainberg and writer Erin Cressida
Wtlson embellish Arbus' entry
into the world of photography,
supposing that the demure
housewife (Kidman) found herself fascinated by the man
upstairs, new neighbor Lionel ·
Swe~ney (Robert ~owney Jr.).
He has hypertrichosis, a genetic
condition resulting in excessive
body hair; she has uptight furriers for parents.
·
The heavy-handed fur
metaphors only continue from
there, as does an overall air of
condescension once it becomes
clear that a) without Arbus'
name on it, much more slack
could be cut, and b) a conventional Arbus biopic would make
for a more interesting character
study than this, a peculiar movie
about peculiar people.
However, with a whiff of pretense, Shainberg runs with the
imaginary tangent establliihed
by that opportune subtitle and a
disclaimer or two. Such deliberate deviance places Lionel in the
role of muse while giving him all
of the value of a MacGuffm, in
effect introducing a faux fetish to
Arbus' life simply for the sake of
parading freaks before her family and friends, to the particular ·
diSmay of husband Allan (Ty
Burrell. Dawn ofthe Dead).
As initially interesting as
Diane's cryptic unspoken

•

Valid l .D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

Ll

Fur: An Imaginary
. Portrait ofDiane Arbus
Rated:R

**• ..

Director: Steven Shainberg
Staring: Nicole Kidman,
Robert Downey Jr., Ty Burrell
In theaters: Opens at Enzian today

exchanges with Lionel are, his
increasing exposure ofher to the
world of the weird transforms
the perverse into something passionless, coy, even dull, to the
point where suffering for art
becomes par for the course in
the audience.
As weird and empty as the
whole experience is, the cast
doesn't try any less to keep a
straight face. As Diane grows
less conservative in her housewife role, Kidman grows
increasingly aloof: not due to her
detachment from her home life
but because of her detachment
from a regular person
Arbus is less of an artist and
more of an alien in her own little
world with Lionel Burrell makes

an honest effort, as does his character (upon meeting the new
neighbor. Allan begins to grow a
beard in response), but it's really
all about Downey J:1:, who downplays his more energetic tendencies beneath his make-up with a
curiously sage demeanor. Bill
Pope's cinematography tries to
emulate traditional pictorial
composition to sufficient effect,
but it grows as removed as the
characters and environmentS do
by proxy.
Then comes that one makeor-break moment, the litmus test
for viewers being a scene in
which Diane shaves Lionel's
entire body, from head to heels.
Surely, Shainberg intends for this
to come offas some sort of noble
gesture, but an abnormal brand
of tenderness doesn't make the
characters any less phony.
In his Secretary, he managed
to elicit a human dynamic that
elevated the central.relationship
above its S&M trappings; here,
his misplaced romanticism fails
to resonate and instead seems
dedicated to making sure that
this shave is anything but close.

,.,.

Over 35,000 Adult Toys & Lingerie
<

Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
Show UCF ID and

get 20%off EVERYTHING!
. rw • remier dult.com
Mon. · Sat. 9om · 2om, Sun. 9om ··1om

«4IDm)ffi~!Jot2@~@
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112 Miles South of 1·4

Happy Feet

(

(PG) 12:()()p, 12:30, 1:00,215,3:45,4:15,5:00,6:40
7:10, 910, 9:50, 11:50

National Lampoon's Van Wilder:The Rise ofTaj

CD REVIEW

(R) 12:10p, 2:35, 4:55, 7:35, 10:15, 12:50a

The Nativity Story
(PG) 12:05p, 1:15, 2:40,4:00, 5:15, 7:20, 7:55, 9'55,
10:35, 12:30a

The Santa Oause 3: The Escape Oause
(G) 1:30p, 4:50, 710, 9:45

Sawlll
(R)9:40p, 12:20a

Stranger Than Fiction
(PG-13)12:55p,4:15, 7:05, 9:40, 12:15a

..

Tenacious D:The Pick of Destiny
(R)1:05p, 4:30, 8:00, 10:.20, 12:40a

Turistas
(R) 12:15p,2:50,5:10, 7:40, 10:10, 12:35a
-Listings for Friday, Dec. 1

Jay-Z returns to
hip-hop kingdom·
Rapper's lyrics
pack punch on
latest CD release

View our menu online:

www.VCFDominos.c;om

Delivers your pizza and

freutral 3=1oriba 3=uture

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
StaffWliter

PARK AVE JUNIOR ·
TOP 10 SALES:
Artist I Title I Label
1. Brand New/DevU and God

are Raging Inside/

lnterscope

2. JAY-'l/KINGDOM
COME/DEF JAM
3. Sutjan Stevens/Songs for
Christmas/Asthmatic Kitty

4. Killswitch EnYiage/As
DayUghtDies Roadrunner

s. John L~end!Once
Again/Columbia

6. Snoog Dog~Blue Carpet
Treatmentf effen
·
7. U2/18Singles!lnterscope

8. Beatles/Love/Capitol
9. Tenacious D!Pickof
Destiny/Epic

10. +44/When Your Heart
Stops Beating/lnterscope

Among the fashions, fads
and gimmicks that run rampant through Hollywood, a
new trend is occurring in the
music world: retfrement is
just a phase.
At least that a~pears to be
the case for Jay-Z, who
grabbed the No. 2 spot last
week on Park Avenue Junior's
top 10 list with the release of

Kingdom Come.
The new album brings
heav1 material to the table,
examining Jay's former drug
selling c;lays, the death of his
nephew and his struggle with
fame. Jay-Z is placed high in
the hip-hop hierarchy, often
referring to himself by a nickname in some. of his rhymes.
He calls himself Hov, short for
Jay-Hova, which is a rap
infused spin-off of the word
"Jehovah."
The new material marks a
major creative transition. Fans
looking for shallow material
like "Big Pimpin"' can get
their fix on Jay's rhythms, but
Kingdom Come delivers it's
biggest punch when it comes
to lyrics.
"The Prelude" kick-starts
the album with a Middle Eastern oboe melody. Trumpets,
pianos and synthesizers are
among some of the instruments featured that solidify
the songs and act as the back-

407-384-8888

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Jay-Z
Album: Kingdom Come

***•.

• •l§ I(!%§ f-l'l·X! 11 ;t§'kti9
· Now publishing every Monday, Wednesday & Friday

Label:Def Jam
Available now

'

bone to the lyrics.
The album is a vehicle for
impressive metaphors and
street slang that take a couple
run-throughs to understand.
With a record label under
his belt and his new ~irl
friend-turned fiancee . on his
arms, Jay-Z isn't the same man
we heard on The Blueprint or

Hard Knock Life.
Nearly three years after his
farewell show, many were surprised when the rapper
announced the release of a
new album. Kingdom Come
showcases the impact that his
time off and philanthropic
endeavors have had on his
songwriting.
My favorite. picks on this
release are "Beach Chair" and
"Lost One."
Jay-Z's retirement was
sfrategic, and the latest
album's content indicates the
birth of a new artist. After all,
no one can make a comeback
if they never really leave.

'7CCZ\ ir'!h~~ercing

. Carlo Robelli CREV30N

Practice Model Electri~ Violin Patkage

(

This new affordable electric violin
features electronics that let you plug the
headphones directly into the body, for a true
practice instrument. Comes_with D' Addario Prelude
Strings, wood octagonal horsehair bow, adjustable
shoulder rest, audio chord and headphones.
The form-fitting matching case has roQm for 2 bows,
a large accessory area, an ou~id.e music pocket
. and a carrying strap. List Price: $599.99

(

e~07

~eceive $20
of

Off Aff!J tArtoo

$70 or mo&-e

~eeeive 2;o/o

off All tUStom jeweh:!J

813 E. Colonial Dr.,' Orlando, FL 32803

(407) 894-0551
1tf!e are located 2 blocks west of Mills Ave. on the right
This offer is only valid with this coupon
f

'
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Ordinary name
for a .Thai Place
of such quality
Winter Park
wonder serves
authentic Thai
ALEXANDRA SCHWARTZ

Thai Place
Cuisine: Thai

****•

Location: Winter Park
Phone: (407) 644-8449

Staff Writer

Turistas not worth leaving home for
FROM

Turistas

All

Rated:R
Stranded after a bus accident, a veritable Epcot World
Showcase of nubile youths not just snobby Ameticans, but
Brits and Swedes to boot make their way to a nearby
beach bar oasis, only to end up
destitute and in increasingly
less popularity with the locals.
As such, our·unwitting victims
find themselves le_d deep into
.,. : the jungle, where a considerate
surgeon (Miguel Lunardi) simply can't wait to rid the gringos
of their precious organs.
Despite being easily marketed as a travelogue .o f torture,
Turistas is more survival horror,
' ·with more chases taking place
1 than anything, save for a center(•
piece explicitly depicting the
, harvesting of above-mentioned
* 1I Organs.
Director John Stockwell has
tackled pretty people in a perilous paradise previously with
.lo
last fall's Into the Blue, yet even
he seems rather uninterested in
the plight of his characters.
While not actively awful. Turis•
tas is harsh without being hostile and about as deep regarding
international vulnerability after
• Sept. 11 as Babel was, and no,

**• ..
Director: John Stockwell
Staring: Josh Duhamel, Melissa George,
Olivia Wilde, Miguel Lunardi, Beau Garrett
In theaters: Everywhere today
that wasn't a compliment.
The disposable victims,
while not particularly deserving of their fate, are neither
sympathetic nor insensitive
enough to make the viewer
care, and of all people, the villain is the only one given any
remote dimensioIL Still, neither
he nor his ''patients" are all that
interesting to begin with,
although during one of those
ever-so-convenient
movie
monologues, his reasoning
behind the bloodsh~d is somewhat more justified and levelheaded than in most horror
fare .
The young adults - led by
small-screen
stars
Josh
Duhamel (Las Vegas), Melissa
George (Alias) and Olivia
Wilde (The O.C.) - don't make
the dumbest possible decisions,
although anyone willing to fol-

COURTESY FOX ATOMIC

low a stranger in a strange land
on a 10-hour hike without once
putting their foot down and
heading back might just be asking for it.
However, once they get to
the house in the middle of
nowhere, Stockwell opts to
depend on more mlirky natural '
lighting than jump cuts, which
is a whole new kind of annoying. EVen Stockwell's traditionally impressive underwater cinematography is sabotaged by a
lack oflight, and while there is a
refreshing lack of visual effects,

it makes that one particularly
awful shot of CGI stand out all
the more.
Regardless, even in the dark, est of scenes, there is still little
doubt as to what happened,
who died, and who will be next.
Everything about the script by
first-time writer Michael Ross
is gratingly routine, so even if
you can't actually see something coming, you'll be expecting it.
Turistas isn't all that exciting, entertaining or fun, no matter which way you slice it.

The menu offers a variety
Comfort food can mean of curry dishes, including red
something different for every and yellow, in varying levels of
individual
spiciness. My favorite is the
The cliche stands as "home peanut curry. Fragrant steam
cooking," anything deep-fried rises from the dish with deliand served with mashed pota- cious morsels of chicken and
toes. Well, I discovered a cui- vegetables in flavorful peanut
sine that I consider an alterna- sauce rich with coconut milk
tive with just as much and served up with steamed
comfort, minus the artery- rice. The ,p ortion is huge and
clogging fat. ,
the price is moderate.
Thai cuisine, marked by
If curry does not tempt
steaming bowls of fragrant your palette, many other dishcurry and flavorful soups, is es are on the menu. Try the
the best kind of comfort food pad krapow, a fresh basil stir1bai Place, an inconspicu- fry with either meat or
ous restaurant in the Kmart seafood.
shopping plaza on Orlando
Another classic Thai
Avenue in Wmter Park, is the favorite is the pad Thai: deliperfect place _to eat home cious thin noodles with chickcooking from the other side of en and tofu in peanut sauce.
the world.
The desserts, if you have
Walls decorated with tradi- room, are also incredible. First
tional Thai crafts enclose place goes to the fried
tables occupied with satisfied bananas with coconut ice
customers. The lighting is cream. They are crunchy on
warm, creating a relaxing the outside, warm on the
atmosphere. Your meal begins inside, and the bananas are a
with a complimentary salad perfect accompaniment to the
with sweet, tangy peanut sweet coconut ice cream.
dressing. A variety ofsoothing
The most notable thing
teas, including green and jas- · about this restaurant, other
mine, are offered. Also, sweet than the authentic Thai cuiThai iced tea is a great accom- sine, is the unbelievable servpaniment to any meal.
ice.
There are many delicious
Drinks never reach half
appetizers, but I don't recom- empty without someone commend filling up on them, -ing around to refill them;
because the entrees are both plates are constantly changlarge and heavy.
ing, and if you are a loyal cusHowever, both the wonton tomer, complimentary appeand the tofu vegetable soups tizers are sure to land on your
are comforting. The wontons table. The wait staff is as
are made with chicken, a won- warm as their steaming bow.ls
derful treat for those who of soup.
don't eat pork but have a
The only quandary I had
weakness for slippery wonton by the end of the meal was
skins.
.
why the place wasn't packed
The tempura vegetables and why there was no wait. It
are also a great appetizer to only takes one visit to this
start off With. They come with restaurant to fall in love. I
a sweet sauce and a spicy, salty believe every one of their cussoy sauce to appeal to all tomers becomes a regular.
tastes. The sweet potato is my
Thai Place is about a 20favorite, it's like a warm minute drive from campus,
morsel of candy.
and is definitely worth it.

Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

No Snow showcase showdown
•

•

•

•
•
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Alternative station summons 8
big-time bands to rock its show
NATALIE ZFAT
Variety Editor

•

100°A> Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

Every December, 0-Rock
105.9 strings together a slew of
rock bands to perform at its
cleverly-titled No Snow Show.
Past years' shows have featured between two and four
artists, and were confined to
venues that held about 1,500
people.
This year, 0-Rock has decided to kick it up a notch.
Tonight's No Snow Show will
feature a platoon ofrockers: AF1,
Angels and Airwaves, Buckcherry, Bullet for My Valentine, Kill
_Hannah, Sugarcult, Taking Back
Sunday and The Red Jumpsuit
Apparatus.
The show will start at 3 p.m.
at Tmker Field, a venue known
·for housing almost 5,000 people
during June's Van's Warped
Tour.
Sunday
Taking
Back
founder/guitarist Eddie Reyes
took a. minute out of his day in
Dublin last week to discuss his
feelings on the show, why he'll
never see Borat, and how his'
band has transformed over the
past seven years.
·
TBS's biggest single, "You are
so last summer," which hailed
from their 2002 release Tell All

Your Friends, once branded the
band as an emo act. After all, it
did sport this line: "'The truth is,
you could slit my throat, and
with my one last gasping Breath,
I'd apologize for bleeding on ·
your shirt"
But Reyes insists that the
band has grown up a lot since
theIL
"That was written· a long, .
long, long time ago," he cringes.
"[Our newest album] Louder
Now is a more realistic, adultversion of u5. It's not about boys
and girls. It's about life."
The latest single off that
album, "Liar (It Takes One To
Know One)," is proof. "The song
gives a taste of who we've
become," he said "It was written
about a personal situation that
we felt everyone could relate to:•
To publicize the single, TBS's
street team thought of a game to
post on their official Web site
(www.takingbacksunday.com),
appropriately titled Post a Lle.
"Post a Lle gives· people the
opportunity to write a complete
fib .for anyone who visits our
Web site to see," Reyes said
"The stuff that people come up
with is ridiculous ·- brilliant:•
TBS, which plans to tour fu
support of Louder Now for the
next year or two, said they're

THE ~

\

stoked about playing with seven
other bands tonight, and they're
even more excited about the
weather they'll encounter in
Orlando.
"Orlando is always an awesome time for us," Reyes said.
"The kids are always passionate
about the music."
And while the rest of the
band keeps occupied overseas
by watching Borat (lead singer
Adam Lazzara biogs how he saw
it twice within its opening week
''Very nice!"), Reyes, newly a
father, hangs in the hotel
'Tm easily embarras~d," the
36-year-old admits. "I'd never
watch [Borat]. If something on
TV makes me even remotely
uncomfortable, I have to change
the channel"
If so, I'd suggest plugging
your ears during Buckcherry's
performance of "Crazy Bitch."

EPSONe
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ATTENTION P·RINTER USERS:
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Cartridges Away -
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Blvd. (Corner of Dean & Universit
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People's Wireless
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: .University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m.· day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.co".11/dassifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Rm
100
125
1SO
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-lime
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For,Rent:Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(

c
c
B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500

600
700
800

900

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
SelVices
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

.

RateA

RateB

Rate(

$6
$4

$9
$6

$18
$12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

FOR RENT:

~Homes

Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring prep cooks, servers, and
dishwashers. Call Alex at 407-733-8294
or visit www.massimq_trattoria.com
Need Server's Exp. req'd. Apply within
Goodfella's Publix Plaza Alafaya & 50.
Reliable delivery drivers needed also.
Civil Engineer and CAD designer
needed. Engineer needed-experience in
design/permitting of drainage, water,
sewer system, preferred, b~t not
required. AutoCAD or Microstation
experience needed~ El and civil or equiv.
degree required. CAD designer needed
with experience preferred in land
development CAD design. AutoCAD or
Microstation experience required.
Excellent salary & benefits. Email
resume to jobs@dseorl.com or fax to
407-207-9089.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details; 407-740-0909.
Nanny needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my Oviedo
home. references req'd. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411
Disabled female student seeks female
assistanl'to attend class, take notes,
assist w/ daily activities, & help w/ resrch
in the library. Starts Jan 8th. 10am-5pm
Mon.,Wed.,Fri. $8/hr. Call Anna
407-847-0788 annameeks@cfl.rr.com
Immediate WeblFrontPage Experience
Convert existing web site by 111/07
May lead to longer position
Bob Nichols 321-217-6496

New Location Opening Soon
4960 E. Colonial Dr. (1 mile west of
436)
PT/FT available -Asst. Mgrs. & Team
Members. Flexible hours, meal
discounts,
bonuses, scholarship, vacation &
holiday pay. Health insurance for FT
positions.
Seeking happy, smiling, dependable &
energetic people only. Apply at our
Blanchard Park location inside the
YMCA.
407-658-1610
Distribution Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning route 10:30am - 12:30pm
Thursday: route 9:00am - 12:00pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or SUV
preferred. Base pay + mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail resume to:
MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
Marketing Director/Sales Rep.
Design a marketing campaign and solicit
clients. Part-time plus commission, set
your own hours. Send resume to
questions@daustappraisal.com

Bagel King Cafe Shift Manager
position. Bagel King is now hiring reliable
shift leaders to operate their cafes.
Individuals must have excellent customer
service skills, enjoy preparation of food,
& speed. Will train. $7.50 +experience.
Call Donna 407-509-7154
Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

Front desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PIT & FIT, flex. w/
school sched., great pay and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education a plus. Drug-free workplace,
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ desired pay w/ attn to:
Christina 407-938-9058.
The Butcher Shop Steakhouse on 1drive now Hiring for all positions PIT
and FIT: servers, bartenders, cooks.
preps, and bussers and hostess
Please call 407-810-7272
l?IT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e~mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.riet
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR WANTED
Local studio needs instructor a few
hours a week.
MUSIC.LESSONS@YAHOO.COM
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted
PT/FT .No exp necessary. Energetic
people w/ positive attitudes. Only 20
min from UCF. Come In between 9 and
5. The Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
· Caregivers needed for childcare referral
service. ~o set schedule, work only the
hours you have available $10/hr
Call 407-282-2663.
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com
Receptionist/Phone operator must have
good comm. skills, personable
Warehouse/deliv., must have own truck,
able to lift mattresses 407-423-1202.

Looking for bright, energetic, dependable '
person for Acct Supervisor. Must be able
to multi-task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F. $9.50/hr 407-657-7585.

MOVING HELP NEEDED
THIS WEEKEND-· $25 PER HOURI I
need the assistance of a few well
built UCF students to assist with a
short move (literally from one
apartment building to the next In the
same complex) to a new two-BR
apartment at Archstone at Lake
Underhill, just west of the corner of
Conway and Lake Underhill Road
near downtown Orlando. Wiii
require a strong upper body due to
a move to the third floor, although
llttle is seriously heavy. If you want
to earn up to $200, give me a call,
Jim Brown, at 407-690-9555 on my
cell phone any tlmel

-'Ii

icl

lr:TITl1
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

ii;

DIGITAL PHOTO RETOUCHING.
WORK FROM HOME.
email: · smiles@ashtonstudios.com
Nature's Table Cafe in Seminole
Towne Center is hiring immediately all
positions 9:30am-9:30pm, Competitive
wages, paid training, flex. hrs.
407-302-5678 or 407-891-0801

Earn as much or as little as you want
check out www.slawn.umbizsite.com
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey'Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

Nanny needed part-time (live-out) for 4
year old. Longwood/Lake Mary area.
Must have references, excellent driving
record, car, non-smoker, be willing be
finger printed and background checked,
be loving, patient, highly responsible,
active and enjoy the outdoors. Submit
, resume with email note with contact info
and hours available at rzglaw@aol.com
or call 407-687-9588--leave detailed
message.

i

\

Beautiful 4/2.5 home well kept. 2200 sqft.
All bedrooms upstairs. Minutes from
malls,UCF,Valencia & highways.
Must be clean wino pets.
Call for price: 407-697-2481
For rent 3/2 house just off Aloma in
. Goldenrod. 2 car Garage, Rent $1400
month call L.A. Real Estate
407-679-2600

.:

212 condo Hunters Reserve close to UCF '.
community pool-rec. room. Rent $950
month call L.A. Real Estate 407-679-2600
_U_C_F_a-re_a_,_C_a_m_b-rid_g_e_Circ-le_
2/_2-.5-ba_t_
h_ • - ti'
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$875 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221-0601.

Brand new 3/2.5/2 Town home
for rent. Cable/Internet ready. All new
appl. Gated community 3 min from 417.
$1250/mo Call Real Property Mgmt
407-897-3366 ask for Ivan
How would you like to live in a 1/2 million
dollar pool home in exclusive Waterford
Lakes neighborhood? 5/3 3000 sq ft w/
lg bedrooms, huge open kitchen, very
private backyard w/ conservation area.
Responsive landlord, responds to house
issues in a timely manner. Doesn't like
calls from H.0.A or Police. Looking for
respectful, clean, responsible females.
No party animals! AVAILABLE ASAP!
See pies at www.geocities.com/cptt91
(407) 977-3158
email rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com

Engineering Intern needed. Flex sched.
20 hrs per week. Exp in basic comp.
programming skills, data structures,
algorithms, comp. languages, Java req'd,
military or simulation exp. a +. Senior or
grad student in Software Engineering
(will consider exceptional Junior) Req:
US citizeoship and ability to obtain a
security clearance as needed.
Please send your resume now, we will
work around your holiday schedule.
jill.blanc@coleengineering.com
407-384-9956 ext. 300.

. (.'

.BRAND NEW town home close to
UCF. 312.5, 1 car garage, gated
community, pool, ceralT)ic tiling, on '
pond. $1100/mon. $800 dep. Call
Prodigy Property Mgmt
(407) 718-7501
'
~..................................................~.
Large new 4/2/2 home. 10 mi. from
UCF! Upgraded Appl. Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/mo
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415. -

<,l

'·'

Beautiful 513 Pool Home on preserved ·•
lot, fenced yard, 1.5 mlles from UCF
off McCulloch $1500/mo. 1 lease will
be issued. Call 954-436-8924.
FOR RENT 2/2.5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

Hospitality Management
Majors! G_raduating Seniors!

OPENING SOON • lake Underhill /. UCF
The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person

Starting Mondav, December 4th
Hiring Hours Monday- Friday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 - 3:00 pm
At our temporary hiring site: 12120 Lake Underhill Road

HOUSE FOR RENT- 4.5
_MILES FROM UCF
412 FAMILY, LIVING,DINING,2CAR
GARAGE 1950 SQ/FT $1800/MO.
CALL VP@ 407-235-5120(1MONTH
SECURITY DEP.)

Are you looking for a growing business?
We are expanding our Florida market!

5/3.5, 2 car gar. 2600 sq. ft. 4 miles from
UCF. Conservation lot and privacy fence,
noise no problem. lile, carpet, landscape
& cable incl. $2200/mo Call 407-334-3961

Here'sjust afew ofthe things we offer:

• Great manager-training
program!
• Five day work week, rotating
weekends off!!

• Very competitive salaries
• Generous benefit plans
• Awesome environment
• Lots of room to grow with us!

Econ. and University. 3/2.5. New carpet
·and appl., vaulted ceilings, huge
backyard, island kitchen, all rooms w/
walk-in closets $1400/mo 407-679-7101
3/212 2 miles from UCF! 1997, 2000 sq ft.
Screen back porch overlooking spring
fed lake on conservation area. Vaulted
ceilings. $249,000 (352) 243-9881

Starting salaries at $30K and up!
To take your career to the next level

Rachel.beard@jasonsdeli.com

Submit your resume to

www.jasonsdeli.com • EOE

Or fax to 225.612.6389

(In front ~f the BJ's)

Are You Tired of Working For Scrooge?

Equal Opportunity Employer

Why notJoin our Family ofJolly Souls!

*

WORKING PART-TIME HOURS

$300 - $450/Week _
A verage
Working with the top companies across the nation,we arethe

~·~l?o-..

0

national leade( in the tele5ale~ industry and prnvide great
opportu~iti~ for 'our pa:rt-time staff.

•'Fun Enyironmerit ·Growth •Opportunities

Get a real job!

!

3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6,Winter Park, Fl 32792 · ~" J\:
'

J'frf

Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
Call 321 -303-3 165.
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroor:ri. $1 ,175 & up.
407-760-0768
able to find and manage equally
responsible roommates for 1/2 million
dollar pool home. www.geocities.com/cptt91 for pies of home. (407)
977-3158

Coll andSet-Up on
Immediate.Inter.view!

1JDL.i:.h .'.JJJlinil.uJ!J o~
IfrntJ ,V1;r:;l'Jv

3/2 house with community pool and
tennis court close to UCF and major
highways. 2 car Garage-screen porchfamily room-large kitchen. Rent $1400/mo
Call L.A. Real Estate 407-679-2600.

....
,(

• (

FREE rent for responsible F

Flexible Schedules AM/PM• $8- $15/hr average
~eekly Paychecks• Weekly Bonuses· Paid Training

Tired o(making low wages and working long hours? Are
you money motivated but can't se~m to find the right
job? Is school keeping you busy?

412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.ft home located
off Lk Underhill/Dean Rd. Hardwood
floors,flreplace,lg backyard $1500/mo
pet friendly. Call Patrick 407 595-3201

Room for rent, Downtown Orlando. Lake
Davis area. NO LEASE, no dep.
$340/mo + 1/3 utilities.
(407) 733-3248

EARN FULL TIME PAY

cox

C)

1*w

; ..,

Beautiful 2 or 3 bedroom/2 bath/2 car
garage 1500 sq. ft. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, 5 min to campus,
fireplace, walk-in closets, $1200/mo
$1200 sec. dep. 407-948-8993

!.''

Tuscawilla Townhome:
3/Bed 2.5/Bath 1/Car Gated-Comm
Pool. 1915SF $1495/mo. Nov. 30th
407-616-8859 tsteln1964@aol.com
Brand New 3/2.5 townhome in gated
community 1,900 sq. ft. car garage.
Avalon Lakes $1,300/mo. Plus deposit.
Includes access to amenities.
Please call 407-737-9738

Call 407-896-0124 Ext. 2963
to schedule an interview or email your resume to
wally.schmidt@traderonline.com

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
Advertisement Company!

Auto
Trader®
_Ae]Mifte-

Marketing
lnt,ernship

Sales
Internship

15-20 hours per we~k
3 internship credits

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits

Great Experience!

Tuition Reimbursement

• Develop advertising
campaigns
• Attend events'
•' Conduct research
• Help increase circulation
• and much more!

Email resume and hours of
availablity to
MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
f

• Provide assistance to ad dept.
• Help prep and design sales
materials
·Contact customers on special
projects
• Great Experience!

WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located on canal. All appl, 3
TVs, avail. immed. Includes lawn care,
community pool. $1595/mo 407-230-9066

''
.,
•

Thkbeautiful 4bedroom3 bath home in Waterford Chase.
•HU'lf rnastersuitr with garden tub, fieshly painted, immaC11late
landscape, locatedin a veryquittarea
•Thh house halso available with some furniture, bod, TVS. etc.
Fon diffe,.nt pria?.
•One bedroom &one full balh downstai11. Ma.terupstai11.
A$20.00 Ctedit report fee.
CAU ME@<1(17-405-7575 F-ORA lfASECONTRACT.
lEASEW/ OPTION? NO PROBlEM!

Email resume and hours of
availablity to
Markl@Knight~ewspapers.com

.

.<
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Spacious 2/2 condo avail ASAP
10 mins from UCF.Complex has huge
pool, fitness ctr, /ilnd theater. Students '/
OK. $1200/nfo (321) 354-4676

,.

~

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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SUDO KU
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1
© Puzzles by Pappocom
9
4
5'
3
Fill in the grid so
that
every row,
5
81
column·and 3x3
7
: l 2 box contains the
6
· ·-.-···-~·-·-······ dfgits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
8
.7
Monday puzzle:
5
2
3
Easy/eve/
9
Wednesday puzzle:

2
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NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

.......................... ... ............,................!

l···-···-······+··········--·..·t-- . · -
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FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING.SEMESTER!!! Beautiful
Brand New 5/3 home located 1o min.
behind UCF!lncludes internet, cable,
community pool & tennis courts. Sorry
no drinking, smoking, or pets allowed
$600/mo including utilities
Call Alicia (727) 501-4418

..
Gorgeous New Condo Never Lived In!
2/bed 2/bat.h. Granite counters, cherry
wood cabinets, comm. pool, fitness
center and club house. Rent $1100
water incl. Call Elsie at (352)348-80~4

..

Brand New Townhome. 3/2.5 w/ 1 car
garage. 1518 sq ft. Upgraded cabinets &
• appliances. 18 inch tile 2 mins from UCF.
Recorded msg 407-965-0094 code 45596
LADIES! ,A.WESOME SUBLEASE AVAIL
ASAP! Urg~ntl Family Emergency Mus._
• Sell! 1 furnished bedroom available in a
4/2.5 @ U.House! Free Shuttle, Free
tanning bed, 2 pools and gym.Free rent 4
Dec & Jan & FREE FOOD!Utilities
included only $486 a month!Call Allison

• ~.,,.--·-:--;----:-@~
94_1_-3_2_1_-6_7_3_5~~~~
Condo's for rent 1,2, & 3 beclrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
certain units. Start at $750/mo.
Please Call 305-785-8456.

Top Rentals, all sizes avail. Condos,
town homes, and slngle family homes.
Affordable to luxury. 407-399-8693
•
www.urban-o.com

•

Why Rent? Own for $99k with nothing
down! Gated, waterfront, upscale
amenities only the best locations.
www.REWholesaler.com The Real
Estate Liquidators 800-590-9458

· ~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~
•

$350/mo + 1/2 utils in 212. Own bdrm &
bthrm. Walk dist UCF. Study-oriented
roommate needed. Male or female. Send
phone# to Cyrus000077@yahoo.com

•

Room for rent in 3/2 with private bath
close to UCF. F only. $495/mo incl.
higJ"l speed internet, cable TV & all util.
House has playroom w/ pool table,
jacuzzi & fenced-in yard. Avail immed.
Please call 561-543-6685

t:~-~-
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2 rooms for rent in 4/2.5 house. Pool, hot
tub, pool table, big screen TV. $550/mo
all util. incl. E-mail for more info
edrok62@aol.com.
1 Room for rent in UCF area ASAP.
Looking for mature student. N/S,
. No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
Call 407'970-6109.
Two rooms avail. for Senior or Grad male
student in 3/2 home near UCF. $500 per
mnth. all util. incl. Call 407-493-0349.
ROOMMATES WANTED FOR NEW
TOWNHOME IN AVALON PARK! 10
MIN. FROM UCF, FULLY FURN.,
UTILS. INC., + EXTRAS
$600/MO. FOR INFO: 727-743-4469.
1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for
rent In my home. 4 miles from UCF.
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price
includes water, electric, high speed
internet, cable,, garage storage.
.407-758-8918.
Room Avail. In DEC. w/ Private Bath.New house just built in Oviedo. Close
to UCFNalencla. Washer& Dryer,
Yard, garage, furnished/ M or F.
Please call Heather 321-544-9211
Close to UCF!ll Room for rent in large
home $525/mo utll. and cleaning
service incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.
Roommate needed for home in Alafaya
Woods. immediate occupancy. $375/mo
+ utll; Large room, private bath, quiet
house, no pets. No sec. dep. req'd.
Call Sean 407-492-3613

$530 gets you your own private spacious
bed and bath with all utilities included!
Dec.1st to Aug.31st or you can just rent
·for the month of December!
www.boardwalkapts.net Just call
Camille@ 321-754-1420.
2 rooms available in a 4/4 apartment at
The Village At ,Alafaya Club. Rent is
$535. One mile from UCF main campus.
call (772) 260-2869 or (772)215-8606.

1/1 IN 3/3 PEGASUS LANDING!
FEMALES ONLYI FURNISHED,
SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS, $540/MO.
MOVE IN DEC 9, DEC. RENT PAID
FOR. CALL 954-444-0010, EMAIL
KELLYLK28B8@AOL.COM

1st MONTH FREE RENT!!!
· Pegasus Lc~nding - Female. Desirable
(D) room in 4 bedf4 bath apt. New
Carpeting, New Mattress. Utilities
Included. Great Roomates!UGF Shuttle.
Avail: Jan 2007 - $500.mo.
·561-212-3129 /joro8@bellsouth.net
FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE!!I 1/1 in
a 4/4 at Science Drive. F only. 2 min
from UCF!!I Fully furnished, all util. incl.
UCF Shuttle. $560/mth, Move-in ASAP.
Call (941) 809-0766 now!
F needed to rent $480/mo. 312 In
Northgate Lakes. Within walklng
distance to UCF. Furnished & all
utlllties incl. Free' cable/Internet. Free
shuttle to UCF. Call at 407.433.3035
FEMALE needed for room in 4/2 at
Pegasus Pointe. $475/mo, everything
included. Available ASAP, plans
changed and I am already moved out.
Releasee will receive a steak dinner on
me. 321-544-5314
Female Roommate Wanted for Spring
and Summer Sublease!
Rent: $470.00/month everything
included I!!
4bed/2bath-Pegasus Pointe
Fully furnished, wash/dry, cable (w/
HBO), internet, shuttle to campus, pool,
and gym. Contact Vicky for more info:
772-528-9693

FEMALE to sublease 1/1 in 4/4 at
PEGASUS CONNECTION.UCF area
$515/month for spring/sumrner term.
CALL Jennifer@ 941-391-0602

FREE RENT NEAR UCF!
1 br in 4/2.5 in University House on
Alafaya. Avail immed. Lease ends Aug
'07 $445 includes everything! First month
free! Call Erin 352 359 0635 ·
F needed to sublease 1/1 in 4/4 Jan-July
in PEGASUS LANDING. $510/mo
everything included. Great roomates!
Free shuttle, 24 hr comp lab/gym, etc.
Call Jessica at 727-729-0266
1 bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt. All util.
incl. Comm. pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo.
Call 407-467-4873
J.Lofts Apt- Female needed for 414 loft
apt. $489 with everything Included!
Can't find a cheaper 4/4 herel
Avail Dec 81 Dec rent paid!
Call Christy (407)403-3877
2/2 Avail. ASAP. in Pegasus Pointe. 2
pools, gym, sec. guard. Respond by 12/4
Move-in fees on me. Cool roommate
Must be F. $550/mo. Call 904-207-9268.
Room avail. in The Lofts, pool, gym,
furnished, util. incl. tons of parking, 2
story style apt. Avail ASAP.. ,
Call Tricia 407-766-6554.
Spring Sublease: 1/1 in a 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. F only. Great roommates, quiet
building. $510/mo and 1st month 1/2 off!
727-642-3407 or kdeedle@yahoo.com
THE GATHERINGS
$475/monthl Utllitles included!
Private room and bath in 414. Minutes
from campus on University. Contact
Jon at 850-508-4781
UNIVERSITY HOUSE: 1 room in a 4/2.5
$465/mon. Includes cable, HBO, pool,
tan bed, washer/dryer, own bathroom,
and all utilities. Available immediately w/
free bed. Call J.D. @ (407-595-0376) or
·
jdspano36@gmail.com.
One month free rent! F wanted for 4/4 coed Alafaya Club unit. Great apt., great
room, great roommates. Private bath,
immediate occupancy. Willing to
negotiate monthly rent rate of $545.
Call: 941-661-0558

I
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For Sale - 212 Tqwnhouse
Great Condition, Near Campus
$164,900 Stephanie 954-465-0649 or
Sam 954-465-0653
1/2 duplex near UCF. 2bd/2ba. New
roof, garbage disposal, fenced with shed.
837 sq. ft. Asking $145,000.
407-617-2544
'Why rent when you can own? Build
equity while living in this 2/2 condo,
minutes from UCF $155,000. Jennifer
Staubly 407-617-2241 Weichert
Realtors, Halmark Properties.

..

212 on Chickasaw Tri., near Colonial
New appliances, tile and carpet, 1064 sq
ft. $162,000 Call Linda 407-923-6423.
2 bd/2.5 ba townhome $259K Gated
community. Walking distance from
Waterford Lakes Shopping Center.
Community pool. Call 407~761-0670
Immaculate 4/2 1952 sq. ft. in Tanner
Crossing. Split bedroom plan, large
bright kitchen opens to family room.
$290,000 Call Linda 407-314-6600
· ReMax Realty Resources
Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $162,000.
Diane Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call today!
www.molakarealty.com
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home. Seller will pay closing. Eat-n
kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar. Bring
reasonable offer. $237,900. Call Joyce at
Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.

Medium level

8 ................9
4
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Friday puzzle:
Hard level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 In the sack
5 Threw a party
for
1o Plot of land
14 Flat charge
15 Basra man
16 Wharf
17 Enigmatic
19 Driving force
20 Draft animals
21 Gave one's
consent
.
23 Move like a·
peacock
26 Audibly
27 Spats
30 Goose 0r speed
followers
.
34 Sch. of Trojans
35 Consecrate wittl
oil
38 Stable youngster
39 Great landmass
41 Blood giver
42 Quaker pronoun
43 Open-handed
blow
~4 "This Is ....... Tap"
46 Drivers' org.
47 Lends a hand
49 Family favoritism
51 Fencing move
54 Singer Mariah
55 Storehouse of
arms
58 Train like Rocky
60 Bound upward
61 Phoebe and
Phobus
66 Biblical wise
men
67 Minute amount
68 Digits per hand
69 ....... gin fizz
70 Gossiper
71 Units of length
DOWN
1 Chair rest
2 Reddish brown
horse ·
3 UFO crew
4 Way around
5 Discharge ·
6 ........ go bragh! ·
7 The Chinese
''way"
8 On a par

@ 2006 Tribune Media services., Inc.
All rights reserved.

9 "Saturday Night
Fever" dance
10 Water conduit
11 Bean _ (tofu)
12 Late.st thing
13 Sized up
18 Additional
22 Rookie reporter
23 Press flat
24 Vigorous
struggle
25 Ethnic
26 Utterly
ridiculous
28 Shuts off
29 Cloverleaf
segment
31 Goat coat
32 Make happy
33 Hot and sticky
36 Zilch
37 Pitfall
40 American
dessert
. 45 Nearby
48 Sat. follower
50 Import tax
52 Offensive

.
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Last issue solved
53 Angry look
55 Charitable
donations
56 Authentic
57 Palm starch
58 Separatist
religious body

Bed 100% all brand new King pillowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.

Come see us &ask how!
•
•

www.ownwaterlordlanding.com
Stirling Commercial Group
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

*Mortgagt?, HOA, and tax subject t,o preferred lender terms and apl?rovaL
'

'

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
.
$1250.
y
Set-up available. 407-831-1322

59 Urgent request
62 ''The Hundred
Secret Senses"
author
63 Deadlock
64 12/24 or 12/31
65 Confirmed

mTRAVEL
BED $150, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

Going Home for the Holidays?
Planning Spring Break? Check out
www.slawn.umtravelsite.com for the
lowest rates,

"f!IE ULTIMATE

Bid on my PS3, choice of
2 games. ps3bid@hotmail.com

COYOTE UGLYSEARCH
Are you outgoing, charismatic and
the life of the party?
Can you sing, dance or bartend?
Do you think you have what it takes
to be a Coyote?
Do you want a shot at winning
$25,000??
If your answer is yes, then we want
to meetyoull

$35 SHUTTLE TO MIAMI or FT. LAUD
2 Daily Departures From Kissimmee
Book On-line at TransFloridian.com
Or Call Reservations At 1-877-246-4786.

Becky's Massage
Steam Sauna, Body Scrub, Full Body
Swedish/Shiatsu massage. $80fhr. For
appt, call 407-421-0371. MA28270
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Lifel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

m

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MISSING male,medium sized
dog from Water Lakes area.Brown
with black stripes and white chest.May answer to Courage.
**Special needs** $$REWARD$$
P.lease call (401)486-7630

Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.

E D
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

212 for sublease in Pegasus
Connection. M/F. Move in with a
friend, great last minute find! Price
usually $630 but enjoy this apt for
$605/mo per room. Huge pool, HBO,
. shuttle. Call Michael (941) 724-0159

r.
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avail immed. for M/F.You will enjoy living
with 3 other students at this gated,
beautiful brand new home. Maid svc and
maintenance incl. $550+ util/mo. 1 mo
sec. dep and 1st month's rent. Great
location! 1o mins from UCF. Close to
Publix and other shopping. No pets, nls.
Clean and responsible, but cool to live
with. For appt please calf Jonathan
305-i;l84-4516 or Bryan 30~-799-1772

2 rooms for rent in 4/2 house. near
dean/university. $425/$400 per month.
utils not included. 305 304 8155

Grad student looking for 212 near UCF
._ needs quiet, studious roommate, male or
female. Send phone number to:
Byron777@excite.com

CHRISTOPHER t
EUAJ!i,S _;, lY« /)'' VJff

Room in Avalon Park Home

Fully Furnished -Short term avail
Altamonte, Downtown Orlando and
Lake Mary Gated, upscale, lakefront
with A+ amenities in only the best
locations.1 Bed / 1 Bath, all utilities +
cable included. $1075 per month
- Real Estate Hotline 800-590-9458

~

CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER

M/F needed in 313.5 town house In
Avalon Park. Walk-In Closet, private
bathroom, only room downstairs.
$600/mo all utllltles Incl. (407) 923-1085

• p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;

Altamonte - Uptown
Walk to everything - 1 Bed / 1 Bth on
Crane's Roost Park. $895 includes all
utilities. Close to Everything - Right off
,.,. 1-4. Real Estate Hotline 800-590-9458

SPOT
THE.SPOOF

CELEBRITY CRUISE from $3391
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $5991 Panama City from $169!
Organize a group and travel FREE! Call
SpringBreakTravel.com at
1.800.293.1443- or visit
www.springbreaktravel.com
use promo code: na55

Eyeworks Touchdown, Inc and CMT
are currently casting Season 2 of
the hit series "The Ultimate Coyote
Ugly Search". We are looking for
vibrant, talented women who have
what It takes to be charming
entertainers and the Ultimate
Bartendlng Coyote!
We will be conducting auditions in
Ft. Lauderdale, FL from 9am-2pm on
December 14, 2006. Five vivacious
women will be chosen.to join an ·
intensive paid training course 'of up
to 5 weeks. Along the way, each
participant will learn the core
Coyote skills, dancing, singing,"
bartendlng & bar flaring, before
facing off against each other to win
$25,0001
If you have the charm, skill, drive
and determination necessary to be
the Ultimate Coyote, then let us hear
from you!
To submit Online, please send
recent photo(s}, contact info, a bio,
what city you plan on auditioning in
& why you??d make a good Coyote
to Casting@SpicyThermosCasting.com
To find out when & where we will be
in your city, please.check:
http://www.touchdowntv.comlcoyotesearch/
*Please note, the website will be
updated regularly with the location,
time and day of audition in each
city. If It does not have all the info
up right away, please keep checking
back for additional information!
All Eligible Candidates:
1. Must be 21 years of age as of
12/01/06.
2. Must be available for up to 5
weeks of (paid) travel & shooting
during January- February 2007.
3. Have never worked at a Coyote
Ugly Saloon regardless of location
and/or duration.
4. Must be free of major legal issues.
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